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Egervory-ABs Internotionol Prize

With reference to the intensive development of ABS metbods since l98l at the University of Boguno and to the seminal, albeit
Iittle-known, worls of tbe late Professor Egentfiry, where the class of algorithms later called the unscaled ABS class was already
developed, an international prize is now offered by the Department of Mathematics of the University of Berganro for the best work
in the ABS neK written by a single author whose age on December 31,lgg7,was no more than 39 years. The prize consists of two
million Italian lira" plus travel expenses (economy class if by air) and living expenses for three days, to come to Bogamo to present in
a seminar the content of the winning paper. Submitted papers can be either in preprint or already published form. They must be sent
to: The Director, Department of Mathematics, University of Bergamo, p.za Rosate 2,I-24129 Bergamo, Italy. Age must be certified
by a copy of the passport. Papers must be received by June 30, 199E. The winner wil be deciclect by an international commission of
experts in ABS methods. The winner will receive the prize in Bergamo, where the work will be presented.

Eutt-to SpEDlcATo: Director
Depanment of Mathematics, University of Bergamo

p.za Rosate 2, I-24129 Bergarno, Italy
FAX +39 35 249598, emilioGibsuniv. unibs . ir

lBooK reaiurus
R. B. Bopot & T. E. S. Roghovon: Nonnegative Matrices and Applications

Reviewed by Fuzhen Zhong, Novo Southeostern University, Fort Louderdole

Nowrcgative Matrices and Applications by R. B. Bapat and T. E. S. Raghavan [Encyclopedia of Mathematics and Its Applications,
Vol. 64, Cambridge University Press, xiii + 336 pp., ISBN 0-521-57167-7,19971 is a very good texr on ma6ix theory for graduare
students and a valuable reference book for linear algebraists and researchers. The book contains seven chapters, beginning with
the Penon-Frobenius theory and maEix games, and then covering doubly stochastic matrices, inequalities for positive semidefinite
matrices, topics in combinatorial theory, and applications to statistics and economics. The book presents the theory of nonnegative
ma8ices in an elegant way and shows connections of the subject with game theory, combinatorics, optimization, and mathematical
economics. The book is based on the authors' research ofrecent years in the field, though some topics are standard. The first five
chapters contribute to a good text on basic nonnegative matrix theory for first-year graduate students, with an option of Chapter 6 or
7' if teaching time permits. Some exercises are given after each chapter but students may expect more. The pierequisite is a good
elementary linear algebra coruse and some basic matrix skills.

Ali S, Hodi: Matrix Algebro os a Tool

Reviewed by l. S. Alolouf, Universit6 du Qu6bec d Montr6ol

In the author's words the main purpose of the MatrixAlgebra as aToolby Ali s. Hadi [Duxbury, xi+212pp., ISBN 0-534-237124,
I 9961 is to present matrix algebra as a tool for students and researchers in various fields who find it necessary for their own [statistical]
work. This is no easy task, since practitioners need to be acquainted with sophisticated notions such as vector spaces, eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, and matrix diagonalization, and they need to reach such levels from relatively modest mathematical beginnings.
The book, however, serves exactly that function: starting from the definition of a matrix and matrix operations, it runs through the
fundamental notions in barely more than 200 pages. For people with limited mathematical background, this is the most direct route
to autonomy in linear algebra. Of course, there is no room for proofs. Theorems are stated, and they are made credible through nu-
merical examples and counterexamples. These examples are surprisingly effective, and for those not mathematically inclined, they
are more convincing, and they offer more insight than formal proofs would. (Proofs are not entirely absent, bowever: the occasional
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corollary is proven, usually to pedagogical advantage.) The subject matter is geared specifically to practitioners, which means that

many of the things that arsstan-dard fare in introduciory books are either glossed over or omitted: there are no minimal polynomials'

no elementary divisors, no dual sp,rces, no Jordan ronns. Ano the approach is coordinate bound: all voctors are expressed in terms of

the standard coordinate system. On the other band, the book covers such relatively esoteric things as -to-norms, generalized inverses,

and Kronecker producrs. The approach is mindful of the beginner. Whenever possible, a new concept is introduced throug! an ap-

plication, or a numerical e*"mpii, or a geometrical interpretation. Linear dependence is first defined for two vectors, the determinant

for 2xlmaEices, and linear transformations in R2. trii is aspecially true in the eafly chapters. chapter 1 is a leisrnely intfoduction

to matrices, a matrix being defined merely as an aray and motivated by examples such as graphs and incidence matrices, and con-

nectivity matrices in the s6cial sciences. chapter 2 also starts in this vein, with mabix operations introduced slowly and concretely.

The special concern for statistical applications is alreacly apparent here with topics not usually rnentioned so early: Hadamud pro<t-

ucts, idempotent matrices, or muttipiication of partitioned matrices. The Kronecker product is discussed here for the first of many

times, and the treatment of it is surprisingly detaited. chapter 3, dealing with linear independence, marls a sudden jump in the level

of abstraction, even though ttre rant of a marix is defined rather concretely in teflns of the appearance of its row+chelon form' The

treagnent deepens in Chipter 4, which covers vector geomery. This chapter is at once more conceptual and more consaete: it deals

with abstract vector spaces, nofins and scalu producis, but these notions are given appealing geometric meaning. It is a dense and

difficultchapter, though, with several notions cascading within a short space: spanning set, basis, subspace, orthogonal subspaces,

orthogonal complements. Some of the definitions are necessarily a little vague, since the book resolutely avoids formal mathematics'

A regtettable inaccuracy here is the way the sum of two vector spaces is treated: it is called a union and the operation is denoted by

u. There is no indication that this is not a union in the set-theoretic sense. chapter 5, reflecting a statisticians concerns, deals wittt

what the author calls three matrix reductions: trace, determinant" and norm. In addition to the usual properties of traces, results are

stated for idempotent matrices and for the trace of a Kronecker product.

The determinant is defined only for 2x2 mttices, and a result is given for diagonal and triangular maFices of uy order. A

nonsingular matrix is defined in terms of its determinant. .Lo -norms are defined, and examples are given fot p = I , 2, and oo. In Chapter

6, onmatrixinversion, themainproperties ofinverses uesiated, includingrules fortheinverse of aKroneckoproduct, of apaflitioned

marix, and of special matrices. Generalized inverses are introduced, and although the author states that the discussion will be both

brief and elementary, there is plenty there: a general form of a generalized inverse; an algorithm for computing one; several properties;

and a discussion of special tinds or inverses (reflexive inverses and the Moore-Penrose inverse.) Chapter 7, on linear transformation'

is a return to simple, concrete mathematics: small matrices, graphs, and geometric interpretations in R2. Useful notions such as

orttrogonal and oblique rotation and orthogonal projections are illusnated. This paves the way for linear models, discussed in Chapter

g along with simultaneous equations. UgenvAuei ano eigenvectors are introducecl in Chapter 9, with their geomerical meaning

ampty demonstrat€d in n2. tiris is where, ostensibly, the determinant of an afbitfary square matrix is at last def,ned: it is the product

of its eigenvalues. The reader may feel cheated; especially since the definition, promised in chapter 5, is here presented as a result,

not a definition. But it is in reeping with the appr-oacn of this book that detaits too technical are avoided. This chapter also deals

with matrix diagonalization; the maximum anO the minimum of quadratic forms; and the singular-value decomposition. Chapter 10

aims essentially at defining the Mahalanobis distance and the minimum volume ellipsoid. It builds up to it gradually and intuitively'

so that the motivation for the Malralanobis distance is nice ud clear. The final chapter takes a cufsory look at a variety of topics.

Surprisingly, the important subject of positive definite and positive semidefinite matrices is relegated to this hodgepodge chapter'

All in all, the book is successful at what it attempts to do. It is elementary without being mechanical. It covers most of what a

statistical pfactitioner ngeds to know, and makes some of the more sophisticated notions accessible to the mathematically untrained'

I would also recommend the book to another class of readers, namely, statistics undergraduates whose knowledge of linear algebra is

inadequate because the course or cowses they followed did not cover tbe topics most useful to statisticians or were lacking in intuitive

or geometrical content.

Russel I Merris', Multilineor Algebra

Reviewed by S. W. Drury, McGill University, Montr6ol

Multilinear Algebra is a subject that has had an enormous impact over the last few decades, particularly in the domains of Differential

Geometry and Differential Topology. The textbook long revered by the purists in the field is Marvin Marcus's monumental Fizite

Dimensional Multilircar Atgebratprtt t, x +292pp., Dekker, 1973;Putll, xvi + 718 pp', Dekker, 19751. Many developments have

taken place since that boot ippeared and Muttitineir Algebraby Russell Merris [Algebra, Logic and Applications Series, Gordon &

Breach, vfii + 332pp., ISBNg0-56gg-07g-0, lgg7l brings the field up to date. The book is especially suitable for use as a textbook

in a graduate couse in Multilinear Atgebra. The first foru chapters lay the groundwork. In the first two, Merris covers Paflitions
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and Inner hoduct Spaces' He relates both of these topics to Graph Theory the former by developing the degree sequence of thegraph and the latter by snrdying the specral theory of the Laplacian matrix of a graph. mii is a feature of the booh wherever rhere
are connections to Graph Theory, Merris develops them. This is refteshing ueciusl the empbasis coming ftom multilinear atgebrais slightly different from that usually drawn between Grapb Theory ano pritrix Theory. Permutation groups and the Representation
Theory of Finite Groups form the subject matter of the third and fourttr chapters, aod o"y are treated in a more-or-less traditional
fashion. Then, at last, comes a very thorough chapter covering the basics of Tbnsor Spaces without being too clry. The next two
chapters develop the theory of Symmery Chsses of Tbnsors and Generalized Matrix Functions. The treatment of these topics is the
only available discussion in book form that is truly up to date. Nevertheless, nnny of the more recent results are left for the reader to
track down on his own, the text not really contributing substantially to the reader's enlightenrrent. The Symmetry Classes chapter ends
with a nice genoalization of P6lya Enumeration together with a frrrther application to NMR Specroscopy. The Generalized Matrix
Functions chapter describes the outstanding conjectures of the subjecu the Permanent-on-Top Conjecture and the soules conjecture,
and details recent progless. Finally there is a chapter on the Rational Representations of GL(n,c), together with an application to
the graph enumeration problem. This is a nice book, stimulating to read and excellent both as a reference book and as alextbook for
a graduate coruse.

Fuzhen Zhong: Linear Algebra: challenging problems for students

Reviewed by Wosin So, Som Houston Stote University, Huntsville
Lircar Algebra: Clnllenging Problems for Studentsby Fuztren Zhang pohns Hopkins Studies in the Mathematical Sciences. Johns
Hopkins University Press, xii + 174 pp., ISBN 0-8018-5458-x (H), ISBN 0-E018--545g-g (p), 19l)6l is a collecrion of 200 miscella-
neous problems in linear algebra with hints and solutions. Since the book is not intended to be a text, but only a supplement, the reader
is assumed to have at least a fust course in linear algebra. Some problems, however, do demand more knowledge than a fust course
will provide, for instance the Jordan form and eigenvalue inequalities. The book is split into two parts: (l) problems, (2) Hints an<l
Solutions. For easy reference, the 200 problems are roughly divided into five chapters: l. Vector Spaces, 2. Determinut, Inverses,
Rank, and Linear Equations, 3. Matrices, Linear Transformations and Eigenvalues, 4. Special Matrices, urd 5. Inner hoduct Spaces.
The selection of problems is based purely on the author's taste. Paul Halmos once said that solving problems is fun provided that the
problems are neither too hard nor too easy. Overall the reviewer believes that the author does provide a lot of fun for the reader. To
achieve a certain elegancy, however, the hints and solutions tend to lack explanation. The reviewer has found the book to be very
useful in writing exams for a linear algebra course. It is hard to write a perfect book, but the author has made a list of known enors
and misprints available at the website http: / /rr'ww. polaris . nova . edu/-zhang.

New & Forthcoming Books on Llneor Algebro & Retoted Topics: I gg7-1ggg

Listed below are some new and forthcoming books on linear algebra and related topics that have been published in 1gg7 or in lggg,
or are scheduled for publication in 1998; (P) denotes paperback and (H) hard cover. This list updates and augments our Gurde [69].The references to CMP = Current Mathematical Publications andMP.= Mathematicat Reviewiwe,re found using MathsciNet and to
Zbl=ZearalblattfLrMathefiwtik/MATHDfuaba.rebyvisitinght'tp: /lww,t.emis.de/csi-bin/t[AIlt(tlrreefreehitsareallowed
for non-subscribers). The following public websites were also helpful:

Amazon-"Eafths biggest bookstore" : http: //www. amazon. com
Barnes & Noble: http : / / shop. barnesandnoble . com/BookSearclr/ search

COPAC: Online Public Access Catalogue [to some of the largest university research libraries in the UK and lreland]:
ht tP:  , / /coPac .  ac.uk/copac/

Interloc: "The worlds oldest and largest database of out-of-print, rare, and antiquarian books": hrrp : /,/dani e1 . inrert oc . com/
Libraryof Congress Catalogs: BrowseSearch: hrtp:// lcweb.loc.govlcara1og/browse/
Melvyl System: The university of california: http: //www.mel'yl .ucop.edu/
TheNewYorkhrblicLibrary-CATNYRTheResearchLibrariesOn-LineCatalog:hrrp: //1as.123.101.18/search/.

Many thanks go to Simo hrntanen and G0tz Tfenkler for their help. All additions and corrections are most welcome ancl should be
sent by e-mail to George Styan at styangMarh. McGill . cA.
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The Geometry Toolbox
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Spring 1998

Hardcover, ca. 300 pages
1 -5688 1 -O7 4-1, cd. $48.00

Linear Algebra is the mathematical language of
the geometry essential for describing computer-
model ing, computer graphics, and animation
sys tems.  Progress ing  jud ic ious ly  f rom two
dimensions to three, this innovative text covers
all major geometric concepts: points and vectors,
lines and planes, maps and matrices, conics and
curves. While the basic theory is completely cov-
ered, the emphasis of the book is not on abstract
proofs but rather on examples and algorithms.

Matrix Algebra
Using MlNlmal MATlab

Joel W. Robbin
1 994

Hardcover, 560 pages
1-56981-024-5, $69.00

This undergraduate text aims to teach mathematical
literacy by providing a careful treatment of set theo-
retic notions and elementary mathematical proofs. lt
gives a compfete handling of the fundamental nor-
mal form theorems of matrix algebra. Use of the
computer is fully integrated into Robbin's approach;
not only does the book describe the basic algorithms
in the computer language MATlab and provide
unique computer exercises, i t  also includes an
accompanying diskette and tutorial manuaf.
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BILINEAR ALGEBRA
An lntroduction to the Algebraic Theory of Quadratic Forms
Algebra, Logic and Applications, Volume 7

Kazimier:L Szymiczek

Giving an easily accessible elementary introduction to the algebraic theory of quadratic

forms, this book covers both !/itt's theory and Pfister's theory of quadratic forms.

Leading topics include the geometry of bilinear spaces, classification of bilinear spaces

up to iiomary depending on the ground field, ficrmally real fields, Pfister forms, the witt

6ng of an arlcitrary field (characteristic two included), prime ideals of the \Uitt ring, Bcuer
group of a field, Hasse and witt invariants of quadratic ficrms, and equivalence of fields

with respect to quadratic forms. Problem sections are included at the end of each chapter.

There aretwo appendices: the fimt gives a teatment of Hasse and t0fitt invariants in the

language of steinberg symbols, and the second contains some more advanced problems

in iO groups, including the u-invariant, reduced and stable Witt rings, and tVitt equivalence

of fields.

1gg7 . 496pp . Cloth |SBN 90-5699-076-4 . US$84 / g55 / ECU70 . Gordon and Breach

MULTILINEAR ALGEBRA
Algebra, Logic and Applications, Volume I

Russell Menis

The prototypical multilinear operation is multiplication. Indeed, a/ery multilinear mapping can be
factored through a tensor product. Apart from iB intrinsic interest, the tensor product is of fundamen-
tal importance in a variety of disciplines, ranging ftom matrix inequalities and group representation
th€ory to the combinatorics of symmetric functions, and all these subj€cts appear in this book'

Another attraction of multilinear algebra lies in its power to uniff such seemingly diverse topics. This
is done in the final chapter by means of the rational representations of the full linear group. Arising as

characters of thae representations, the classical Schur polynomials are one of the keys to unification.

1997 . 396pp . Cloth ISBN 90-569947&0 . US$90 / 059 / ECU75 ' Crordon and Breach

ADVANCES IN ALGEBRA, AND MODEL THEORY
Algebra, Logic and Applications, Volume I

Edited by M. Droste and R. Gobel

Contains 95 surveys in algebra and model theory all wriften by leading experts in the field. The surve;c are
based around talks given at conferences held in Essen, 1994, and Dresden, 1995. Each contribution is written
in such a way as to highlight the ideas that were discussed at the conferences, and also to stimulat€ open
research problems in a form accessible to the whole mathematical community.

The topics include field and ring theory as well as groups, ordered algebraic structure and their relationship to
model theory. Sareral papers deal with infinite permutation Sroups, abelian groups, modules and their relatiraas

and representations. Model theoretic aspecE include quantifier elimination in skew fields, Hilberfs 17th problem,
(aleph-Q}categorical structures and Boolean algebras. Moreover symmetry questions and automorphism groups of

orders are covered.

1997 . 500pp . Cloth ISBN 90-5699-101-9 . US$95 I L62 lECU79 r Gordon and Breach
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Society for lndustrial and Applied Mathematics

Numerical Linear Algebra
Uoyd N. Trefethen and David Bau, ltf
'tust exactly what I might haue qcpecte&-an absorbing
looh at tbe familiar topics througb tbe sles crf a master ex-
positor. I baue been reading tt and learning a lot.,,

-Paul saylor, university of l l l inois at urbana-champaign.

"A beautifully written textbooh offering a distinctiue and
original treatment. It will be of use to all who teach or study
tbe subiect. "

-Nichola.sJ- Higham, Profcs.sor of npplied Mathematics, University
of Manchester.

Numerical Linear Algebra is a concise, insightful, and elegant intro-
duction to the field of numerical linear algebra. Designed for use as a
.stand-alone textbook in a one-semester, graduate-level cour.se in the
top i c , i t ha . sa l readybeenc lass - tes tedbyMITandCorne l l g radua tes tu -
dents from all fields of mathematics, engineering, and the-physical sciences. The
authors' cleaE inviting style and evident love of the field, along with rheir eloquent
presentation of the most fundamental ideas in numerical linear algebra, make it
popular with teachers and student.s alike.
1997 . xi i  + 361 pages . Softcover .  ISBN 0-g9g7l-361-7
List Price $34.50 . SIAM/ILAS Mernber Price $27.60. Order Code oT50

Iterative Methods for Solving Linear systems
Anne Greenbaum
Frontiers in Applied Mathematics | 7
"...This uell-done introduction ta the area can be strongly recom-
mended. It is competently written by an autbor who has contributed.
much to the complete resbaping cf thisfield in the last tutenty yearc.',

- Martin H. Gutknecht, ETH Zurtch.

"F'or a course in matrix iterations, tbis is just tbe rigbt book. It is wtde-
ranging, careful about details, and appealingly written -a major
additiort to the literature in this important aret."

-Nick Trefethen, Professor of Numerical Analysis, Oxforcl University, Englancl.

Much recent re.search has concentrated on the efficient solution of large sparse
or structured linear systems using iterative methods. A language loadecl with acro-
nyms for a thousand different algorithms has developecl, ancl it i.s often ctifficult
even for specialist.s to identify the ba.sic principles involved. Here is a book that
focuses on the analysis of iterative methods. The author includes the most useful
algorithms frorn a practical point of view ancl discusses the mathematical prin-
ciples behind their derivation and analysis. Several questions are emphasizecl
throughout: Does the rnethod converge? If so, how fast? Is it optimal, among a
certain class? If not, can it be shown to be near-optimal? The answers are pre-
sented clearly, when they are knowo, and remaining important open questions are
laid out for further study.
1997 . xiv + 220 pages . SoftcoV€f . ISBN 0-89871-396-X
List  Pr ice $q1.00 .  SIAM/ILAS Member Pr ice $32.80 .  Order Code FRtT

1997 . xii + 419 pages . Softcover
ISBN 0-89871-389-7 . List price $45.00
SlAM/f LAS Member Price $36.00 . Order 0T56

ScaLAPACK
Users'Guide

"Thts ls an excellent graduate-leuel
tutbooh for people wbo want to learn
or teach tbe state of tbe an of numeri-
cal llnear algebrn. ... "

-Xia-Chuan Cai, Depanment of Computer
Science, University of Colorado.

Designed for use by first-ye ar gradu-
ate .students from a variety of engineering
and scientific disciplines, this compre-
hensive textbook covgls the solution of
linear systems, least squares problems,
eigenvalue problems, and the singular
value decomposition.

L. S. Blackfotd, l. Choi, A. Cleary,
E. D'Azevedo, f. Demmel, t. Dhillon,
f. Dongarra, S. Hammarling,
G. Henry, A. Petitet, K. Stanley,
D. Walker, and R. C. Whaley
Software, Environments, and Tools

ScaLAPACK is an acronym for Scal-
able Linear Algebra Package or
Scalable LAPACK. It is a library of

Applied Numerical
Linear Algebra
fames W. Demmel

high-performance l inear algebra
routines for distributed memory

messagie-pa.ssing MIMD computer.s and
networks of workstations supporting parallel virtual
machine (PVM) and/or message passing interface
(MPI). It is a conrinuarion of the LAPACK project

Each Users' Guide includes a CD-ROM containing
the HTML version of the ScaLAPACK Users' Guide, the
source code for the package, testing and timing pro-
grams, prebuilt versions of the library for a number of
computers, example prograffis, and the full set of
LAPACK tVorking Notes.
-- Royalties from the sa/e of this book are contributed to the
7 SIAM Srudent Travel Fund.

1997 . xxvi + 325 pages . Softcover
fSBN 0-89871-397-B .  L ist  Pr ice $49.50
SIAM/ILAS Member Price $39.60 . Order Code SE04

8o RDER TOLL FREE lN USA: 800-447-S|AM Swww.siam.org
. Use your credlt card (AMEX, MasrerCard, and VISA): Call tolt free in USA

800'447-SIAM . Outside USA call 215-332-9800 . Fax 215-3ffi-7999 . seruic&iam.org
o Or send check or money order to:

slAM, Dept. BKILSS, p.O. Rox 7260 philadelphia, pA tgl0l -7260

t

s | a f i L .  S C I E N C E  A N d  I N D U S T R Y  A D V A N C E  W i t h  M A T H E M A T I C S

. Shtpptng and Handllng
USA: Add 52.7t for the firsr book and S.50 for
each additional book.
Canada: Add 54.50 for the first book and $1.50 for
each additional book.
Outside USA/Canada: Add $4.50 per book.

All overseas dellvery ls via airmall.
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I n t e r e s t  ( G e n )
Cont  r  ibut  ions

Genera l  Fund
Hans  Schne ide r  P r i ze
OT/JT Lec ture  Fund
F .  U h l i g  F u n d
Conference Fund

Expenses  :
Judy  K .  Weaver  (  ga l l o t s  )
Deb i t  to  account ing  exchange

r  a te
September L997

I ncome :
Dues
In te res t  (  Gen  )
In te res t  on  CD (  FU  )
Contr ibut ions

General  Fund
Hans Schne ider  Pr ize
OT/JT Lec ture  Fund
F .  Uh l i g  Fund

ExPenses :
O f  f  i c e
JudY K

October  L997
I ncome :

I n te res t  (  Gen  )
E x p e n s e s :

t ' l a i l  Boxes  Etc  .  (  Ba l lo ts  )
Pos tmaster  (  S tamPs )
JudY  K .  Weaver  (  Ba l l o t s  &

t'tai l ings )
November L997

I ncome :
Dues
In te res t  (  Gen  )
I n t e r e s t  o n  C D  ( H S )
I n t e r e s t  o n  C D  ( O T / ; t 1
Cont  r  ibut  ions

Genera l  Fund
Hans  Schne ide r  P r i ze
OT/JT Lec ture  Fund
F .  Uhl  ig  Fund

E x P e n s e s :
Pos tmas te r  (  2nd  Dues -S tamPs  )
JudY  K .  Weaver  ( l ' ! a i f i ng )
Commerc ia l  Se rv i ce  Charge

Depot  (  SuPPI ies )
Weaver  (  Record ing &

UPda t ing  F i l es  ) 1  , 7 3 3 . 7 6

1  , 0 2 3 .  5 5 ( 1  , 0 0 7  .  7  5  )

9 3 1 . 5 5

2 0 8 .  5 1

1 1 3  t  . 2 0
8 3 . 4 4

7 1 . 0 0
8 5 . 0 0

2 2 L . 0 0
7 1 . 0 0
5 1 . 0 0

8 4 . 0 0

6 . 0 5

1 1 6 0 . 0 0
8 6 . 1 3
2 3  . 6 3

lmoge; No.20

L  , 6 2 4  . 5 8

L , 7 L 4 . 6 4

1 0  . 0 6

2  , O t g  . 7  6

2 8 6  . 0 0

1 5  . 8 0

2 0 . 0 0
3 5 0 . 0 0
3 7 0  . 0 0

1 0 . 0 0

209.  00

u.00

1 5 . 8 0

3 5 .  3 1
7 7 L . 2 4

2 r 7  . 0 0

7 0 0  . 4 4
8 4  . 2 4
7 6 . 2 3
2 9  . 6 4

1 . 0 0
2 5 . 0 0
1 0 . 0 0

5 . 0 0

1 3 0  . ' l  6
7 7  . 0 0

. 7 5 7 2 3 . 0 4
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December  L997
I ncome :

Dues
In te res t  (  Gen  )
Contr  ibut  ions

General  Fund
Hans  Schne ide r  P r i ze
Conference Fund

Expense s  :
P roduc ing  &  Ma i l i ng  " IMAGE"

G e o r g e  P . H .  S t y a n  1 3 0 7 . 0 0
J u d y  K .  W e a v e r  ( I I A S  F i l e s )  3 3 . 2 5
S e r v i c e  C h a r g e  3 .  5 7

J_anuarv 19 98
I  ncome :

Dues
In te res t  (  Gen  )
In te res t  on  CD (  HS  )
In te res t  on  CD (  OT /JT  1
In te res t  on  CD (  FU  )
Contr  ibut  ions

General Fund
l lans Schneider  Pr ize
OT /  JT Lecture Fund
F .  Uh l i g  Fund
Conference Fund

Expenses :
Returned I  tem Charge
Serv ice  Charge (  Dec  )

February  19  98_
Income:

In te res t  (  Gen  )
Expenses

Serv ice  Charge (  Jan  )

7 6 0  . 0 0
8 5 .  5 8

3 0  . 0 0
1 1 0  .  0 0

5  . 0 0

8 4 0 . 0 0
1 5 . 5 4
7 5 . 2 3
2 9  . 6 4
2 3  . 3 7

,

4 0 . 0 0
1 1 0  .  0 0
3 1 0 . 0 0
1 1 5  .  0 0

1 0 . 0 0

2 0 . 0 0
4  . 3 2

1 5 . 0 9

L 0 . 7 9

9 9 0 . 5 8

1 , 3 4 . 3 . 9 2 (  3 5 3 . 2 4  )

L  , 5 6 9  . 7  I

2 4 . 3 2  1  . 5 4 5 . 4 6

1 5  .  0 g

1 0 . 7 9 4  . 2 9

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
F e b r u a r v  2 8 ,  t 9 9 8  2 7 . 7 0 2 . 7 I

Account  Balance
Checking Account
C e r t i f i c a t e  o f  D e p o s i t
C e r t i f i c a t e  o f  D e p o s i t
C e r t i f i c a t e  o f  D e p o s i t
( 7 2 t  H s  &  2 8 t  O T I J T )
Vanguard
(72 t  r { s  &  28 t  o r l  JT  )

( ru1
(  G e n .  )

2 7  , 7  0 2  . 7 L
1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0

1 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

7  , 5 0 0  .  0 0

g , g g 2 . t 5 5 5 , 5 9 4  . 9 6

GeneraL Fund
Frank  Uh l i g  Educa t i ona l  Fund
H a n s  S c h n e i d e r  P r i z e
O lga  Taussky  Todd /John  Todd  Fund
C o n f e r e n c e  F u n d

2 2  , L 7 9 . 6 1
2 , 6 9 9 . 0 0

L 4  , 7 3 5 . 3 5
7  , 7  7 5 .  0 1
7  , L g 6  .  g g

I L A S / L A A  F u n d  1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  5 5 , 5 8 4 . 9 6* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

qf,n fr',\l*
o 

3/ashs
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Themotic Term on Lineor Algebro ond
Coimbro Astronomicof Observotory, Moy

lmoge; No.20

Control Theory
I J-August 7,1998

The Thematic Tbrm on Linear Algebra an control rheory will be held at the coimbra Astronomical observatory in the springof 1998: May ll-August 7, 1998. someresearcbers will attend this event tbroughoutthe full three months, whilst others wiuparticipate for periods of one month or less. A weekly research seminar will be organized, led by eioer one of the permanent
members or by guest speakers. There will be two summer schools aimed at graduate students, each consisting of two ten-hourcourses:

l. "Structure and Design of Linear SysterN" by Jean J. Loiseau and per Zagalak(May 2l-29).
2.'Lineu Algebra and Control Theory" by Paul Fuhrmann and Peter Lancaster (June lrZS).

To register, please, send an e-mail with: Your narne, institution, e-mail and tbe indication that you wish to participate in this
schooltolingEohermite.cii.fc.ul.pt. Aregisradonfeeof 15fi)0PortugueseEscudosisdueandmustbepaidatthe
school. A Worlshop will be held June 24-26,1998, when most short-stay researchers will be present. A limited number of
15 minute contributed talla will be accepted. Please, submit your title and abstract to 1in9 Bohlrnrire. cii . f c. u1 . pr .

Accommodation (Schools and Worlahop): There are special prices for participants at several hotels. For information about
accommodation/reservations, please contact: Iurs. Liliana seabra cenuo lnternacional de Matemdtica, complexo do obser-
vat6rio Astron6mico, Almas deFreire, P-3040Coimbra, Portugal; FAX:351-39445380; tin98ohermire. cii. fc. ul.pc.

Participants confirmed as of February 9E are (in alphabetical order): Itziar Baragaia (Univ. pais Vasco, SpainlMay; Is-
abel Cabral (Univ. Nova de Lisboa, PornrgalFMay/July; Joan J. Climent (Univ. Alicante, SpainFJunet2ndnAt;lose A. Dias
da Silva (Univ. Lisboa / CIM, PortugalFMaylluly; Paul van Docen (Catholic Univ. Louvain. Belgiumpune/last week;
Paul Fuhrmann (Ben Gurion Univ.,Israel)-May/July; Juan M. Gracia (Univ. Pas Vasco, Spainpune/lst half; Diederich Hin-
richsen (Univ. Bremen, Germany)-June/last week; Charles R. Johnson (College William an<l Mary, U.S.A.punel2nd half;
Vladimir Kuera (Acad. Sciences, Czech Rep.lMay Ll-17; Peter Lancaster (Univ. Calagary, CanadatJune; Jean J. Loiseau
(CNRS, Nantes, FrancelMay; Michel Malabre (CNRS Nantes, Frurce)-June/last week; Alexander Markus (Ben Gurion
Univ., Israel)-June2nd half; Nancy Nichols (Univ. Reading, UKpune/last week; Fernando hterta (Univ. Polit. Barcelona,
SpaintJune/July; J. F. Queir6 (Univ. Coimbra" PortugallMay/July; Joachim Rosenthal (Univ. Nore Dane, USAFJune; E.
Marques de S (Univ. Coimbra, PortugatlMay-July; Carsten Scherer (Tech. Univ. Delft, The NetberlandstJune/July; Hans
Schumacher (CWI Amsterdam, The Netherlands)-June, last week; Fernando C. Silva (Univ. Lisboa PornrgallMay/July; Ion
Taballa (Univ. Pas Vasco, SpainfMay/July; Per 7-agalak(Acad. Sciences, Czech Rep.lMay/June.

Organizing Committee: I. Zaballa (Univ. Pais Vasco, Spain), Coordinator: mepzatej ols. ehu. es, Jose A. Dias da Silva
(Univ. Lisboa/CIM, Portugal): perdiqaooher:nrite. cii . f c. uLpt, Fernando C. Silva (Univ. Lisboa Portugal): f csilva
Gf c.u1 .pt. For further information please visit htrp: //herrnite. cii. fc.uI .pr/lin98/.

Motrix Theory Workshop in Honour of Profesor Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung
The University of Hong Kong, Moy 15, .|998

A Matrix Theory Workshop, in honour of the retirement of Professor Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung, will be held in Room G5, James
Hsioung Lee Science Building, University of Hong Kong, on Friday May 15, 1998. The programme of lhe workshop com-
prises of a number of talks on various aspects of matrix theory. Tbntative speakers include: Che-Man CHENG (University of
Macau), Siu-Por LAM (Chinese University of Hong Kong), Chi-Kwong LI (College of lVilliam and Mary, USA), Yiu-Tlrng
POON (Iowa State University, USA), Lok-Shun SIU (University of Hong Kong), Bit-Shun TAM (Thm Kurg University, Thi-
wan), Tin-Yau TAM (Auburn University, USA), Nam-Kiu TSING (University of Hong Kong).

Contributed talK are welcome, subject to availability of time slots. For fufther information, please contact: Dr. Nam-Kiu
TSING, Department of Mathematics, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, Tbl: (852)2859-2251, Fax:
(852) 2559 -2225, nkts ing@hku . hk.
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Seventh Conference of the Infernotionol Lineor Algebro Society
The "Hons Schneider Lineor Algebro" conference

Modison, Wisconsin, USA: June 3-6, l99g

The 7th Conference of the Intemational Unear Algebra society: The 'Tlans Schneider Linear Algebra,,conference will pro-vide an opportunity to bring together researchers aml educators in all aspects of pure and eppli€d linear algebra and matrixtheo'ry in order to allow for a broad excbange of ideas and dissemimtion of recent developments and results. The confer-ence will be dedicated to Hans schneider in recognition of his enormous contributions to line"r algebra and the linear al-gebra comrnrmity. The program as of Apil Zt,lgSg,rypears on pp. lG2l below; the final prograol may be viewed ashttp :,/ /rnath . wisc . edu/ trualdi /program. ps .
THEMES: Algebraic' aralytic and ombinatorial nratrix theory nunrerical linean algebra matrix pertlrbations, matrix sta-bility and ryplications in engineering' linear algebra in contrrol *J ryrtoo" theory, splines and liner algebrra, applications oflinear algebra to statistics, linear algibraeducaiion.
ORGANANG COMMIITEE: R. A. Brualdi (chair), B. Cain, B. Datr4 J. Das da Silva S. Friodland, M. Goldberg, U.Rothblum,J. Stuart, D. Szyld, and R. Varga
CoNFER'ENCE PRoCEEDINGS: A special. issue of the iovnal linear Ngebyq and lts Applicuions(LAA), with specialeditors B ' cain' B ' N' Datta tt't' cotdb""c' u. Rothblum, and rj swro. ril" issu€ will be dodiot"a to rt-, schneider. speakerswho wish to have their paper ousidened for publication in this .fod irr* of I-AA should submit rheir paper to one of thespecial edit'ors' only those papers that meet the standeds of L{A- and thl are approved by the normal ref.reeing proess willbe published in the spocial issue. Deadrine for submission is septenruer r0, 1998.

HousING: An entire (air-conditioned) dormitory, chad-
bourne Hall, a two-minute walk to the mathematics build-
ing Van Vleck Hall, has been reserved frr conference putic-
ipants. A special floor will accomndate couples. Breakfast
is included in the room rate of $40 single and $Zl per per-
son in double room. Conference participants are encotlraged
to stay at Chadbourne Hall. Rooms have also bem set aside
at anearby Howard Johnson's Hotel. Those wishiog to stay
at the Howard Johnson's should make their reservations di-
rectly by calling: 608-251-5511. Mention the conference
and the university to get the confere,nce rate of $lq single
and $S4 double.

BAI.IQUET: A banquet will be held on Friday, June 5,
1998, starting at 7 p^, in the Great Hall of the Memorial
union (the union on the Terrace overlooking Lake
Mendota) of {.IW-Madison. After dinner, several people will
offer reminiscences and vignettes about Hans Schneidetr.
EXCURSION: An excursion is scheduled for Sahrrday after-
noon' June 6, 1998, to the famous'.House on the Rock' in
nearby Spring Green. This is more than a fascinatin,g house;
it is a veritable large rilrseum of remarlcable mechpnical and
electrical contraptions with an incredible indoor sarousel.
Not to be missed!

woRKsHoP: A Numerical Range workrlop will precele
the ILAS conference on June lA, 199g. For information
please contact Chi-Kwong Li at ckliqnath.rur.edu or visit
http z / /wwtr- math. r^rr. edu/-ckli/wo'ra . html .Von Vleck Holr (photo courtesy: university of wiscrcnsin)
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9:0O-9:45 am
9:5O-10:35 am

I l:05-l 1:30 am
1l:35-12:00 noon

l2:0O-12:15 pm

2:0f2:25 pm
2:3V2:55 pm
3:0G3:25 pm
3:30-3:55 pm

2:0f2:25 pm
2:3V2:55 pm
3:00-3:25 pm
3:30-3:55 pm

2:0A-2: 15 pm
2:2O-2:35 pm
2:4V2:55 pm
3:00-3:20 pm
3:25-3:45 pm

2:0U2:15 pm
2:2V2:35 pm
2:4V2:55 pm
3:00-3: l5 pm
3:2V3:35 pm
3:4f3:55 pm

2:0f2:15 pm
2:2W2:35 pm
2:4V2:55 pm

3:00-3:15 pm

3:2f3:35 pm
3:4V3:55 pm

4:05-4:50 pm

5:00{:30 pm

8:30-9: l5 am

9:2f10:05 am

hnoge: No.20

Wednesday, June 3, 199E
B' Ross BARMISH: Risk-Adjusred Linear Algetua: A New hracrigm
RAJENDRA BHAIIA: The positive Defnitewss of Sorrrc Marrices
RAPIIAEL LOEWY Chss Function hwEtalities for Positive Semidcfnite Matrices
PETER LANCASTER: The Inertia of Dissipaive Quadruic Polynomiats or ostowski-Schncider Revisited
Conference Phon

MINISYIIPOSIUM on Graph rheory and Linear Algeha I: orgmizedby R. Maris
R. B. Bapa[ Unear estifitation in nwdels based on a graph
Pavel Yu. Chebotarev: A graph interpretation of the Moore-Penrose imterse of tltc l^aplacian matrix
Onn Chan: Wrtex oricntuions and imnatwntal ircquatities
Douglas Klein: Intrinsic mctrics on graphs, distarce fltatrices and graph iwariants
MINISYMPOSIUM on Topological Methods in Linear Algebr aI: OrganizedDy M. Goldbog
Shmuel Friedland: The wncrcssing rulc revisited
Moshe Goldberg: Not all polynomiat mappings atc cottinuous
Roy Meshulam: Enrenml problems for spaces of matrices
Joel Robbin: Maslov index and natrix tltcory

MINISYMPOSIUM on E<lucational Issues in Linear Algebra l: Organized Dy D. Culson and F. Uhlig
Luz Maria DeAlba: Teaching ltnear hdependcnce, spu\ and bosis
David Carlson: Teaching span and lfuear independence first
Jane M. Dty: Sonw ways to providc variety and iwigltt
Richard o. Hill: stiu trying to kzep tlu fog at bay-not comptetely succeeding
Thomas !V. Polaski: How foggy is it? Writing assignrrlents and assessneil in tincar algebra

CORE LINEAR ALGEBRA I
R. Cant6: On the Segre clnracteristh of a block triangrlar matrix
Wasin So: Lircar opeiators presening thc number of rcntrivial invariant polytomials
Enide Martins: Eigenvalues of matrix communturs and Jordan prodrcts
J. D. Botha: Products of diagorulizfuIematrices
Pei Yuan Wv Dilation to inflations of S(6)
Reinhard Nabben: Ttidiagonal nafiices and their inverses

NI.'MERICAL AND COMPLN1ATIONAL LINEAR ALGEBRA I
Daniel B. Szyld: The mystery of asynchrotwus iterarions convetgence whcn tlu spectral radius is one
Ivo Marek An aggregation/disaggregation iterotion scheme using general oderings
Ljiljana Cvetkovid : Sone convergence resuhs about ahernuing iterarions
Karen S. Braman: Aspects of the multi-shift QR-Algorithm:

Early deflation and maintainingwelhfocused shifis to achieve level 3 performuce
Heike FaBbendq: Sotru connections betwcen tlv SR/SZ and HNHZ eigenvalw algorithms
Donald W. Robinson: A useful quality indicaorfor afinite elemcnt cahulatbn

CARL DE BOOR: Lirwar Algebra Issues inApproxittwtionTheory

Reception: 9th Floor Lounge, Van Weck Hall

Thursday, June 411998
GUERSHON HAREL: A Developnental Model oI Students' Undcrstatding of Proofs:

Historical, Philasophal, aad Cognitive Considerations
THOMAS J. LAITFEY Sone New Inequalities inthe Nomegaive Inverse Eigenvahrc Problem
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l0:35-l l:00 am
1l:05-l l :30 am
I l:35-12:00 am

10:35-10:50 am
10:55-1 1:10 am
11:15- l  l :35 am
l1:40-l l :55 am
12:0G12:20 pm
12:25-12:4A pm

10:35-l l:00 am

I l:05-l l:30 am

I l:35-12:00 noon
12:05-12:30 pm

10:35-10:50 am
l0:55-l  l :10 am
I l :15- l  l :30 am
I l:35-l l :50 am
1l:55-12:10 pm
12:15-12:30 pm

l0:35-10:50 am
10:55-1 l: l0 am
11:15-11:30  am
1l:35-l  l :50 am
l1:55-12:10 pm
l2:15-l 2:30 pm

2:0f2:45 pm

2:5U3:15 pm
3:2f3:45 pm

2:5V3:15 pm
3:2U3:45 pm

2:5f3:15 pm
3:2f3:45 pm
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Thursday, June 4,1998 (conttd)
MINISYMPOSIUM on Graph rheory and Linear Algebra II: organized by R. Merris
Miroslav Fiedtet Additive compowtd matrices and graphs
Steve Kirkland: Eftremizing algebraic cotnectivity subject to graph ttvoretic constraints
Alex Pothen: Distance malrices, tlwir eigenvalrcs and vertex numbering of graphs

MINISY-MPOSIUM on Educational Issues in Linear Algebra II: OrganizedbyD. Culson and F. IJhlig
R. Cant6: Oncomputer Ms inlinear algebra
cbristopher Beattte: fui on-line course in tfuear algebrafor first-year studen s
Jeny Uhl: Mdrices, Geometry and Muhemuica
steven J. Leon: using sofrware to visualize eigenvalues and singular values
A. Berman: Iirc ar trouformation s
Biswa N. Datta,:. Teaching of numerical liwar algebra

MINISYMPOSIUM on structured Matrix problems l: organircdby Lothar Reichel
Daniela Calveni: on an- iwerse eigenvatw probtem for Jacobi marices md applicaion to

Gaus s - Kro nro d qu adr alttre ru Ie s
Biswa N. Dattz: Recent results on panial pole and eigenstntcture assigtn entslor

matrix Eecond order control systems
Greg Ammar: The QR algorithmfor orthogonal Hessenbery matrices
William B. Gragg: Snbilizntionof the UHeR atgorithm

CORELINEARALGEBRA II
Fudren Zhang: Incqualities on Schur Complements
K. Okubo: p-radius and sow matrices
Tbtjana Pet*: spectrum and commutativiry preseming mappings on Hermitian natrices
L. Elsner: o,thogorwl bases tlwt leadto syrnrctic rwrmegative marrices
Richard Yarya: Hardy's incEtality and uhramztric matrices
Georg Heinig MinilruI rar* block Hanlcet matrix efrensions and partial realization
EIGENVALUES AND SINGT'LAR VALI'ES
Hector Rojo: On relaed boundsfor tlw extneme eigenvalues
G. W. Stewart: On the eigenstrrcture of gradcd matrices
P6l R6zsa: Spectrar properties of symmztricatty reciprocar marrices
oscar Rojo: New lower (upper) boundsfor tr, smrrnest (rargest) singurar valuc
Xing*i Atan: On tlv singutar vahrcs of matri.x, surlu
Chi-Kwong Li: Inequatities of tlw singular values of an off-diagoml bbck of a Hermitian matrix
voLKER MEHRMANN: Jordan and schurforms in lie and rodan Algebras
INTERACTI\IE.TDff SES SION I
John R. wicks: student-centered leaming using a Mathernatica Irb
Eugene A. Herman: The linear algebramodnles projea

MINISYMPOSIUM on Linear Algebra Methods in Statisti cs t: Organized by H. J.Werner
Augustyn Markiewicz: Matrix ircqualities andtltcir statisticat applications
George P. H. Styan: Some commenls on some sekued matrix incEtotities and equalities,

wilh somc statistical applicuions

MINISYMPoSIUM on Matrix F4uations, Inertia" Stability & srabilizatio n t: organizedby B. N. Datta
Peter Lancaster Optirnl decay of energy for a system of osciltators
T. Ando: Simultaneous strong stability
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2:5V3:05 pm
3:1G3:25 pm

3:3O-3:45 pm

2:5O-3:05 pm
3:1O-3:25 pm
3:3O-3:45 pm

2:5V3:05 pm
3: lO-3:25 pm
3:3O-3:45 pm

2:5O-3:05 pm
3:l f3:25 pm
3:3O-3:45 pm

4:154:40 pm
4:45-5: l0 pm

4:154:40 pm
4:45-5:10 pm

4:154:40 pm
4:45-5:10 pm

4:154:30 pm

4:354:50 pm
4:55-5:10 pm

4:154:30 pm
4:354:50 pm
4:55-5:10 pm

4:154:30 pm
4:354:50 pm
4:55-5:10 pm

4:154:30 pm
4:354:50 pm
4:55-5:10 pm

5:15-6:15 pm
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Thursday, June 4,lggg (cont'd)
NUMERICAL AND COMRMATIONAL LINEAR ALGEBRA II
vlastimil Pttk: Kryrav seEuences of matimor rength and convergence o! GMRES
Jinxi Ztao: A quasi'mhimal nsidual nuthod based on bromplete orthogonali?prionfor

no n- sy tnnet rh liru ar sy ste m s
TlenEk Strako5: Accuracy of three-term utdtwo-term rccunences for KryIov space solvers
MAIRIX PROBLEMS FROM CONTROL AND SYSTEMS THEORY I
A' c. M. Ran: comprete sets of sorutions to algebraic Riccai equatiots
Peter Benner: The diskfinction atd its relaion to algebraic Riccati equarions
Me I. Garcfa-Planas: structural invafiants for lircar differentiat-algebraic equatiow
COMBINAXORIAL MAIRIX TI{EORY I
Peter M. Gibson: combiratorially onlngoml matrices and related graphs
Bryan L. Shader: Sparse onhogonal bases for hyperplancs
Arnolcl R. Kreute,r: An upper houttd for ttw pemtancnt of a rcnwgotive matrix
OPERAXORS
Luis verde-Star: one-sided iwerses of lincar generatheddifferential operators
Joan-Josep Climent: General conparison tlvorems for sptittings of rwrwingular bowtded operators
Steve Galitsky: On comparison of closeness rrre(Nures of positively4cfued operators numerical experiments
INTERACTTVE-TDff SESSION II
Elias Deeba: Teaching linear algebra ushg an ilrteractive tefr
Gerald J. Porter: Teaching linear algebraas alab course

MINISYMPOSIIM on LinearAlgebra Methotls in Statistics II: Organized byH.J.Werner
N. Rao chaganty: The atulysis of longittdinal data using quasi-least squares
H. J. werner; on somc estimuhg techniquesfor tlw general Gauss-Markav modcl

MINISYMPOSIUM on Matrix Equations, Inertia, Stability & StabilizationUr: OrganizedDy B. N. Datta
David Carlson: Recent advances in a pmbtcm on invariants
Leiba Rodman; Lircar matrix equariow and ruiorul matrixftutctions

NT'MERICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL LINEAR ALGEBRA III
Mei-Qin chen: The stability and convergence of a direction set based algorithmfor

adaptive least squares problems
Tibor Boros: Fast solution of llandermonfu-type least-squares probkms
Kuiyuan Li: An algorithmfor the generaliudtridiagonal eigenvahrc problem

MAIRX PROBLEMS FROM CONTROL AND SYSTEMS THEORY II
F. hrerta: Topological structure of tIE set of (A, B)t -invuiwrt subspaces
J. cloteu Bounding the distmt of a controllable system to ut uncontroltable one
Cristina Jord6n: Controllability completions problems of matrices in upper catwnical form
COMBINAXORIAL MATRX TI{EORY IT
J. A. Dias da Silva: Rat* partition of a matroid aild the rar* partition of its dual
James R. Weaver: Tburnanew marices andttte Brwldi-Ij Conjecture
Olga Azenhas: Combimtorics of Linlewood-Riclardsonfiltings and matrix spectral prcbtems

MAIRIX PERTUBATIONS
Xiao-wen chang: componentwise perturbotion anatysesfor the eRfactorization
Erxiong liang: Penurbations in the eigenvalucs of a symmetric tridiagonnl matrix
Yimin Wei: Perturbation bowtd of a singular linear system

ILAS Business Meeting
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Friday, June 5, 1998
DANIEL HERSHKOWTTZ: The Combinatorial Structure of Generatized Eigenspace s

fum Nowtzguive Matricesto General Matrices
NICHOLAS J. HIGHAM: QR Factoriution with Complete Pivoting and Accurate Computatiow of tttc SVI

INTERACIIVE LAB SESSION I:
Gerdd J. Porter: Lab Session
Elias Deeba: Lab Session

MIMSYMPOSIUM on Linear Algebra Mettrods in Statistics III: Organized by H. J.Werner
Cul D. Meyer: Sensitivity of Markov chains
Adi Ben-Israeli hkgration using matritvoluntc: Apptications in probability and statistics
Peter McCullagh: Facnrial modcls and iwariant subspaces
John S. Chipman: Lircar restrictions, rar* reduction, and binsed estifiration in linear regression
MINISYMPOSIUM on Matrix Equations, Inatia, Stability & Stabilizatiotllt: Organizedby B. N. Datta
Bryan E. Cun: Generaliutions of Sylvester\ tlworem and tluir associued canonicalforms
Biswa N. Datt&: Incrti4 stability, and stabilization
P. A. Fubrmann: on thc Lyapunov equotion and coirwariant subspaces of Hardy spaces
S' P. Bhattacharyya: A generalization of ttrc classical Hermit-Bielcr thcoren with applicaionE to control
MINISYMPOSIUM on Numerical Linear Algebr a t: orgaaizedDy M. overton
James W. Demmel: Wlwncanthe SVD be computedaccurarely?
Danny Sorenson: Deflation schcmes of implhitly tesnrted Arrcldi mcthods
Ming Gu: On rar*-revealing factorizations
Alan Edelman: Algorithms for nearest canonicalforms

STRUCTURED MAIRICES
Georg Heinig: snbilized superfast Toeplitz solvers based on interpolation
steven J. Kifowifi A superJast version o|tlv sptit schur algorithm
David T. Clyctesdale: A superfast algorithmfor solving positive dcfnite bbck Toeplitz systems
william F. Tfench: Asynptotic distribution of tltc even and odd spectra of real synmeyic Tbeplitz matrices
Niloufer Mackey: Structure'preserving Jacobi methods for doubly-strrctured matrices
vatlim olshevsky: Eigenvector conputations for almost-unitary-Hessenberg matrice s

via discrete transmission lines

NONNEGATIVEMAIRICES
Jane M. Day: On a tlteorem and conjecture of Gartoff
Shaun M. Fallat: On the spectrum of totaily nonnegaive nntrices
Roy A. Mathias: A new approach to totally positive matrices
Naomi Shaked-Mondercr: support-restrictedrar* I representotions of completety positive matrices
D. Dale olesky: Relations between permn-Frubenius results for natrixpencils
Siegfried M. Rump: Generalized penon-Frobenius thcory

JIJDITH J. McDONALD: Splittings of Singular M-natrices

FERNANDO c. sILVA: onttw Eigenvalues of sums andprodrcts of Matrices
INTERACTIVE LAB SESSION II
Eugene A. Herman: Lab Session
John R. Wicks: lab Session

8:30-9:15 am

9:2o-I0:05 am

10:35-l l:30 am
ll:35 am-I2:30pm

10:35-1 1:00 am
l1:05-1 1:30 am

l1:35-12:00 noon
12:05-12:30 pm

l0:35-1 1:00 am
10:05-1 1:30 am

11:35-12:00 noon
12:05-12:30pm

10:35-1 1:00 am
l1:05-l 1:30 am

11:35-12:00 noon
12:05-12:30pm

10:35-10:50 am
l0:55-l 1:10 am
1l :15- l  l :30 am
11:35-l  l :50 am
I l:55-12:10 pm
12:15-12:30pm

l0:35-10:50 am
10:55-1 1: l0 am
11:15-1 l :30 am
11:35-1 l :50 am
11:55-12: 10 pm
12:15-12:30 pm

2:O0-l2:25 pm

2:3V2:55 pm

3:354:30 pm
4:35-5:30 pm
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3:25-3:50 pm
3:55-4:20 pm
4:254:50 pm
4:55-5:20 pm

3:25-3:50 pm
3:55-4:20 pm
4:254:50 pm

3:25-3:40 pm
3:454:00 pm
4:O54:20 pm
4:254:40 pm
4:45-5:00 pm
5:05-5:20 pm
5:25-5:40 pm
5:454:00 pm

3:25-3:40 pm
3:454:00 pm
4:054:20 pm
4:254:40 pm
4:45-5:00 pm
5:05-5:20 pm
5:25-5:40 pm

5:45-6:00 pm

3:25-3:40 pm
3:454:00 pm
4:054:20 pm
4:254:40 pm
4:45-5:00 pm
5:05-5:20 pm
5:25-5:40 pm
5:45-6:00 pm

6:30-10:00 pm

lmagte: No. 20

Friday, June 5, l99t (cont'd)
MINIsYMPosil.tM on structured Matrix problems rr: organizedDy Lothar Reichel
vadim olshevsky: Pivoting for stractured matrices with applicuions
Thilo Penzl: A cyclic low rat* smith methodfor large, sparse Lyapurcv equatioru
Misha Kilmer: Preconditiottcrs for structured matrices arising in milw dctection
James G. Nagy: Kroruckcr prodrct decomposition of block roeptitz matrices

MINISY-MPOSIUM on Matrix Equations, Inertia Stability & Srabitizari onty: OrganizedDy B. N. Datta
Shaul Gutrnur: Worst case designfor robust compensation
Georg Heinig: Inertia of n atrix poWmials and Block HafueI mrilrices
Sergio Bittanti: Invariant reformulatioru of periodic systems

CORE LINEAR ALGEBRA IU
Michael Neumann: Partial norns and thc convetgence of gmeral pro&rcts of flntrices
Roger A. Hon: The moncnt mrtrir and some applicuions
Vlaclimir A. Strauss: The ilratrix,momcn prcblcn: a dcfuitizabte version
Pedro Freitasi On an action of tlw symplectic group
Kenneth R. Driessel: Ontlw geometry of some isospectrat surfaces
S. P. Thn: Prbrcipal congruence subgroups of tlw Hecke grcup
Natdlia Bebiano: Some matrix ircqualities in physics
John Maroults: Ontlu numerical range of ruiorwl matrixfinctions

NUMERICAL AND COMPTIII{TIONAL LINEAR ALGEBRA IV
David Saunders: Solving parametic linear systens
Bany Nelson: How solving linear equations can bencfit from differewial equuion
Yoopyo Hong: A group hotrwlogy mcthod for symmetric eigen problems
Eugene C. Boman: Computing preconditioners via subspace projeaion
Frangoise Ttsseur: Strucured baclortard errcr and cottdition nunber of quadratic eigenvalrc problems
Xiao-Wen Chang: Componentwise pertubation atwlyses for thc eRfactorization
Thomas Szirtes: A tnatrix nnthod to generate dimensionless variables
Frank Uhlig: Gewral polytomial roots aildtlair multiplicities on O(n) nennry and O(nz) time

COMBINAXORIAL MAIRIX THEORY III
Elena Shamis: On a duality between twtices andD-proximitics
P. van den Driessche: The power methd in Max Algebra distarce four
Michael Tbatsomeros: Exnennl properties of ray-rcnshgular mttrices
Carolyn Eschenbach: Eigenvalw distribution of certain ray patterns
A. Tbrres-Ch6zuo: Construction of binary const(nt weight codes with minimum distance 4
G. Sampatb: Ordered adjacency matrices
M. Antonia Duffner: Liwar transformdions converting imwnants
Ant6nio Leal Duarte: Eigenvalues of principal subm.atrices of acyclic matrices

BANQIJET: Great Hall, Memorial Union

Saturday, June 6, 1998
MINISYMPOSIUM on Numerical Linear Algebra ll Organized Dy M. Overton

8:3O-8:55 am Roy Mathias; Careful arwlysis can increase speed of eigenvalue algorithms
9:0O-9:25 am Julio Moro: Weyl-type relalive pertubafion bottndsfor eigenvalues of herrnitian natrices
9:3G9:55 am Nicholas J. Higham: The nearest defnite pair ailtltc iuwr numerical radius

10:00-10:25 am Ilse C. F. Ipsen: If a natrix has only a single eigenvalue, how sensitive is this eigenvalue ?
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Saturday, June 6' 1998 (cont'd)
CORE LINEAR ALGEBRA ry
Andr6 Klein: On tlw sol.utian of Stein's eEtUion the Bezoutian, and stAiSical it{onnaion

Tian-Gang I*i: Positive semi-defnitencss in a gercraliud group algebra

Rafael Bru: Gmup involunry fiatrices

M. C. Gouveia: Ontlw Stein andLyapwnv equatioru over rings

Ralph DeMarr: Grcups of matrices
Ilya M. Spitkovsky: An update on tlw facnrization problem for block triangular matrix fwctions

MATRIX PROBLEMS FROM CONTROL AND SYSTEMS THEORY III

A. Compta: Obsemable pairs having prescribcd obsemable andnilpotent suppkmennry blocks

K.-H. F0rster: On tlw tnnncgative reati?ntion problcm for ratioml Irmctions
Fernando Rincon: Tbwards a design of a rcbrut eigenvahu assigttlrr,ent nethod
McD. Magrer Lhcar difrercntial-algebraic equations. A geonetric approach
Ndstor Thome: Balanced nndcl reduction of discrcte-time rystems by stue-feedbacks
Susan Furtado: Completion problcns and some applhaionsto linear systems

COMBINAf,ORIAL MAIRX THEORY IV
Sang-Gu l*e: On a sigt-panernmatrix and its related algorithms for L-rutrices
Frank Hall: Sign patterns of idenpotent malrices
Zhongshan Li: Potentially nilpotent sign pattern natrices
David P. Stanford: Pafiernstlw allow givenrow andcolwnn sums
Jeffiey Stuarl Sign k-poten sign pattern matrices
Juan Torregrosa: The sign symmetric P-nutrix completion problpm

MATRIX CANONICAL FORMS
Dennis I. Merino: A note on quaternion murices and complcx partitiorred natrices
D. Steven Mackey: Haniltonian squarc roots of slcew-Hanikonian n atices
Me I. Garcfa-Planas: A wrmal form for contragradient percils depending on paratneters
Bit-Shun Tam: On tlv Jordan catnnical forms of an eventuol$ nonneguive mt trix and related topics
Dennis I. Merino: The Jordan canonicalforms of orthogotul and skew-symmetric matrices
Mark A. Mills: Layers of marices: The conjunctivity-similarity equivalerrce class of matrices

URIEL C. ROTHBLIJM: Marix Scalings: Existence, Clwracterization, and Computation

Numericol Anolysls ond Computers: 50 Yeors of progress

8:30-8:45 am
8:50-9:05 am
9:10-9:25 am
9:30-9:45 am

9:5O-10:05 am
10:1O-10:25 am

8:30-8:45 am
8:50-9:05 am
9:10-9:25 anr
9:30-9:45 am

9:50-10:05 am
l0:1f10:25 am

8:30-8:45 am
8:50-9:05 am
9: lO-9:25 am
9:30-9:45 am

9:5f10:05 am
l0: lO-10:25 arrt

8:3O-8:45 am
8:50-9:05 am
9:10-9:25 am
9:30-9:45 am

9:50-10:05 am
10:lf l0:25 am

11:0f 11:45 am

University of Monchester, Monchester, Englond, June l6-1 7, lgga

This conferencg organized by Nick Higham and David Silvester of the Manchester Centre for Computational Mathematics,
ties in with the celebrations in Manchester to mark the 50th Anniversary of the birth of "the Baby", the first stored-program
electronic digital computer-born at the University of Manchester on June 2L, 1948. The meeting runs from 9 am on T\resday,
June 16 until 2 pm on Weclnesday, June 17. The aim is to describe how numerical analysis has been influenced by the develop-
ment of computers ov€r the last 50 yean. The meeting comprises invited talls covering key areas including numerical linear
algebra, optimisation, ODEs, PDEs ancl computational fluid <tynamics, and will contain historical remarks, perspectives and
anecdotes. The influence of high-perfonnance computing on tbe funue of numerical analysis will also be assessed. A din-
ner will be held on the Thesday evening. The speakers include: Jack Dongana (Knoxville), Brian Ford (NAG), Ian Gladwell
(SMU, Dallas), Gene Golub (Stanford), Cleve Moler (The MathWorks), Bill Morton (Bath and Oxford), Mike Powell (Cam-
bridge), Mark Sofroniou (Wolftam Research), Andrew Stuart (Stanford), Nick Trefethen (Oxforcl), and Joan Walsh (Manch-
ester). Forfurtherdetailsandregistrationformspleasevisithrrp:,/,/www.ma.man.ac.uk/NAC98. Thereisnoregistration
fee for graduate students. The meeting is sponsored by the London Mathematical Society, NAG Ltd., and Wolfram Research.
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Western Conodo Lineor Algebro Meeting
Victorio, British Columbio, July 30-3 

.|, 
1998

The Western Canada Linear Algebra Meeting (W-CLAM) provides an opportunity for mathematicians in western Canada
working in linear algebra and related fields to meet, present accounts of their recentresearch, and to have informal discussions.
While the meeting has a regional base, it also attracts people from outside the geographical area. Participation is open to anyone
who is interested in attending or speaking at Oe meeting. Previous }V-CLAMs were held in Regina (193), Letrbridge (lD5)
and Kananaskis (1996).

The fourth W-CLAM will be held in Victoria, 8.C., July 3G31, 1998. Participants are inviled to contribute a talk on linear
algebra or its applications (3G45 minutes, depending on the number of participants). Abstracts should be sent to Steve Kirk-
land kirklandGmattr.uregina. ca orMichael Tbatsomeros tsat6math.uregina. ca byJune 15, 1998. Theparticipation
fee for the meeting is $20 (Canadian), to be collect€d at the meeting. This fee will be waived for participating students. Some
support towards expenses will be available to a maximum of 6 students or post-doctoral fellows who wish to give a talk, on a
first+ome first-served basis. For up-todate information on W-CLAlvt '98 please visiu http : / /www.rnath. uregina. cal
-tsat/wclanr.html/. TheW-CLAMOrganizingCommitteecomfises: HadiKharaghani: hadigcs.uleth.ca; Stephen
Kirkland: kirkland0math . uregina . ca; Peter Lancaster: lancaste0acs . ucalgary. ca; Dale Olesky: doleskl€csr .
csc . uvic . ca; Michael Tbatsomeros: tsatGmath. uregina . cai and Pauline van den Driessche: pvdd0nrath . uvic . ca.

Following W-CLAM '98, the Univosity of lrthbridge will be offoing a mini-course entitled'Coding, Cryptography an<l
Computer Security'' on August 3-7, 1998. For further information on the mini-coruse, please contact Hadi Kharaghani or for
up-todate information visit hetp . / /tttwtr. cs .u1eth. ca/workshop/.

Seventh Internotionol Workshop on Motrices ond Stotistics,
in Celebrotion of T. W. Anderson's SOth Birthdoy
Fort Louderdole, Florido: December I I -l 4, 1998

The Seventh International Workshop on Matrices and Statistics, in celebration of T. }V. Anderson's 80th birthclay, will be hel<l

at Nova Southeastern University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, on the weekend ftom Friday, December 1l through Morulay' De'

cember 14, 1998. For their supporr of this Workshop we are v€ry grateful to the International Linear Algebra Society (ILAS),

Nova Southeast€rn University, urd the Statistical Society of Canada (SSC). The International Organizing Committee for this

Workshop comprises R. William Farebrother (Victoria University of Manchester, England), Simo hrntanen (Universi$ of

Tarrpere, Tampere, Finland), George P. H. Styan (McGitl University, Montrdal, Quebec, Canada; chair), and Hans Joachim

Werner (University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany; vice+hair). The Local Organizing Committee at Nova Southeastern University

comprises Naomi D'Alessio, William D. Hammack, David Simon and Fuzhen Zrang (chair). This Workshop is the seventh in

u seri"s. The previous six Worlshops were held as follows: (l) T[mpere, Finland: August 1990, (2) Auckland, New Zealand:

December lgg2, (3) Tartu, Estonia: May 1994, (4) Montr€al, Qu€bec, Canada: July 1995, (5) Shrewsbury, England: July

1996, and (6) istanbul, Tiskey: August 1997. The Sttr Workshop will be hetd in Tbmpere, Finland, August 6-9' 1999.

The purpose of this Seventh Workshop, the first to be held in the United States, is to stimulate research and, in an informal

setting, to foster the interaction of researchers in the interface between marix theory and statistics. This Worlshop will provide

a forum through which scientists working in the areas of linear algebra/matrix theory and/or statistics may be better informed

of the latest developments and newest techniques and may exchange ideas with researchers ftom several different countries.

Selected fully-refereed papers from this Workshop will be published in a Special Issue on Linear Algebra and Statistics of

Linear Algebra and lts Applications. The Workshop will include invited and conributed talls. These talks and the informal

workshop atmosphere wili guarantee an intensive exchange of ideas. We expect special coverage of some of the topics that

have highlighteA feO Anderson's research: muttivariate statistical analysis and econometrics, as well as matrix inequalities.

Accommodation, at very favorable rates, has been arrurged at the Rolling Hills Hotel & Golf Resort (Official Hotel & Re-

sort of the Miami Dolphins, film location for the hit cornedy "caddyshacK'); tbis hotet is about l0 minutes walk from Nova

Southeastern University. Please visit hrrp : / /www. polaris . nova . edu/MST/conf /FMl{/, where all available information

about this Workshop will be updatecl frequently.
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Image Problem Corner

We present solutions to Problems 1t-4, l9-1, l9-2 and 19-5 and we introduce six new problems (page 32). We invite readers
to submit solutions, as well as new problems, for publicationin Image. We look forward particululy to receiving solutions to
hoblems l8- l , l9-3 and 194 ! Please send all material to George Styan BOTH in Ulg code embedded as text only by e-mail
to sEvanoMath.McGill . ca AND by regular air mail (nicely printed copy, pleasel) to Professor Creorge P. H. Styan, Frlitor-
in-Chief: Image, Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, McGill University, 805 ouest, rue Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal,
Qu6bec, Canatla H3A 2K6. Many thanks go to lrurge Senior Associate Editor Hans Joachim Werner for his tremendous help
with this Image koblem Corner. -Erl.

Problem 1&1: 5 x 5 Complcx lladenard Metriccs
Proposed by s. lv. DRURI McGilt (Iniversity, Montrcal, Qucbec, cailada.
The Hitor has rct yet received a solution to this problcm-indeed even tlw proposer has wt yet found a solution!
show that every 5 x 5 matrix t/ witb complex entries ui,r of constant absolute value one that satisfies (J*[J = 5r can be'|,yA as the maEix (rt r)i,* where r.r is a complex prinriiive nftr root of unity by applying some sequerce of the following:(l) A reanangement of the rows, (2) A reanangement sf th6 selrmns, (3) Multiplication of a row by a complex numbs ofabsolute value one, (4) Multiplication of a column by a complex number of absolute value one.

hobhn 1E4: Bounds for a Ratio of Metrix Tbaccs
Proposecl by SuuaNczHE Lru, (Iniversitdt Basel, BaseL Switzertand.
L€tD > 0beann x nmatixwitheigenvaluesl l  ) . . . )  l r ,xbeann x f tmatr ixsuchthat x,X = I  andn) 2&. showthat

I
t(x,Ex;2 i

Ef=r(Ar * .l '- i+r)z
4Ef =r )r ),,-, +1

solution 1t'f'1 by NarAln BEBIANo and JoAo on Pnovron Nr:,A, university of coimbra, coimbra, ponugat &CHI-Kworirc Lt, College of WtiamandMary, Williansburg,Vrginiq USA.

We prove the inequalities for complex Hermitian ma'ices.
matrix u with X in the first /c columns. Let M := [J*E{J =

x /c such that X* X = I1r. Then there is a unitary
with A - x*Ex. Then the inequalities become:

Le t  Xben

(!. 1)
\^B-  C )

, . tt (A2. *_pB*). Di=r(ti * ,\"_i*r)z
trA' aDf=,l itr,_j+r

The first inequality is clear' Tb prove the second inequality, we focus on the optimal matrix M rhatyields the maximum ratiotr  (A2 + BB.)/ t r  A2.
Wefirstconsiderthecase_when n =2k. SupposeBhas singularvaluedecompositionB = yEz,wherey andZ uefx /cun i ta rymat r ices ,anc6-d iag(D1, . ' . ,D i 'w ioa t2 ' . - . - i l - )0 .wemayacrua l l yassumethatg=-6 ,orherw ise ,

/  w t w

::o]i'" 
t ot ( ;iY;. ;!ttt). Now, ror every Herrnitan s, and r € R in a neighborhood or 0, we can consrrucr a

matrix
( e1l B(,) \ _ -_d,s
\B(i)' ci'| ) 

= e-"o 114"its '

whue /(t) is & x [. Moreover, the differentia!]1nrncti91/q) = t (A(t^)2 + B(t)B(t).)/h A(t)z atrains a maximum atr = 0' Let Q = Ix @0,,-r. Then, tr (A2 + BB') =t (Mleiurotr'1,iij =;i;o-dir,fj.ariropr"compurationshows
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that

Since ,S is arbiEary, we have

[Iur, , el
f t  (Az * BB*)

at a critical point. This leads to

_ .) lM,QIuIQl
f t  (A2)

d l

#r"tr(t)l = -f (slyI:{!t) +2f'!sY*ry) =Qatr "fr=o ft(M2e) u1U@

lmage,'No. 20

- 2 -0 .

(o
\ /B + BC

-B*/ \
o)(:,

o;"" . )

k k

=I@?+b?)/Do?.
f  =1  i = l

_B*

b (Az + BB*) tr (.42)

one can then deduce that AB = rBC ror z =_lrli e\/tr(*-t !_BB') > 0. Thus.4 is in block form r{r o . ..@ A^according to tbe multiplicities of the distinct singulai values oi B. Now, we can use a unitary matrix lz of the fotm w =Wt @ "'@W^ conformed with tbat of .t{ so that-W'!W-: 
$.g(or, ....,or). Clearly,al"n." W*BW = g. ReplaceMby(W* aw.)M(wPw),wernayassunethata =diag(ai . . . ,o1) andB =diag(61, . . . ,br)arebothin<t iagonalform' and we still have -r{B - TBC - Hence c = diag(cr , . . . , J-l <i e ir rf nrs - posrtiue'liigulr, ,,rt*.. Iu prticular, M

isadirectsumof diag(a',^+lrt...,cr) ge ula2 x 2principalsubmatrices U, = (?i 6i ) frces M; = (. u, ir ) 
^t i - 1, " ., rn. Moreover,

b (A2 + BB*)/tr A2

For j - 1,"',tu,usingthe tactnat (!. 1:) isunitarilysimilar todtag(p5,v)forrwoeigenvaluespi and vi af M,
w€mav-v/rite 

:j+b? - 
oi\t i *"SYir,riilorrnor, ,, *o,*st),oneshouldclearlychooseci robetbesmallest

eigenvaluesofMavailableafterremovin8pr,...,pm,andzl,...,um.Consequently,todeterminetbemaximumof ft(A2*
B B') f tr A2 , one may consider the maxium of

\rm
- - ur!r(o;(p; + !) - p;v;) * Df=-+r 4;
" -

amongal lpossiblechoices of rn+&eigenvaluesFr, . . . tpmtt/Lt . . . tumt1m*Lt. . . ,qxof l ,where0 1m, 1&,subjectto
the constraints that

Now, maximixng s under the above.ooro*1, :ll't|il; ,;i;";- upper bo'ncr for oe optimar s by rela:ring the
conditions on ai for i = ], . . . ,rn, namely, we only assune that al + b? = ai(pi * v) - pivi for some eigenvalues
It t , - . . ,Ph,ut,- . . , t /k of  Dwithoutrequir ing a; €fv; , t t iJto,  j  3-m,inaa; tobeaneigenvAire-for l  > - .  thus,we
maximize

D!=r@;(p; *r) - t';r;)
D!=r"?

For a fixed choice of p; and vi, we choose (or, . . . , a1) to ma:rimize the expression and obtain tbe equations

0t; + v;1
- t )  a ;- z F p  

J ,  i  - 1 , . . . , k ,
Li=L ai

srlc ,
L i=La i

Df= L(ai6i + ri - tttri)

zilo(rc,i1ti +r)- tt iui)

r .et .a=a;/(n+zr) .Thenzc=;$fuwhereSr=Df=rf t r r .+vi \2and,gz=Df=, Fiv i .T\usrr=2s2fS1.Inother
words, the maximum occurs at

Df= tfui -' i l '
r s &  '
+ Li_t ltjvj

1 If- Jpi + r)2^  _  e t=  _  _  1+
2a a*=L piui
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Next, one can prove that this is no larger than
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Dt=r(), - ),, -i+)'
4Dl=, lr)n-j*l

In fact, if we arrange p; d ui in descending order c1

Dr' l t (" i  - rrr- i+r) '  > Di i r(" i  -x; ;)2 foranypermutat ion( ir , . . . , i4)ot(1,. . . ,2/c).  Hence,wernayassumetbat
Fr 2 " ' )  I tx )-  vp )  " '2 qwhenmaximumoccurs. Moreover, i f  thereexists jwit t r l  S j  S ksuchthat
1ti,r) * (\i,ln-i+r), one can improve the maxmum by replacing (pi,r) by (li, f"-t*r) at the fust occuence of this
inequality.

For the case when n > 2&, we can apply the arguments to the leading 2k x 2k matrix of the optimal ma6ix M and get the
conclusion. tr

solution lt-42 by snurc,xczge Ll.:u, (Jniversitdt Basel, Basel, switzertand.

It's easy to see the first relationship. Define

,  1 -  I  1
4 = 

ilosg 
- 

,toSh 
_ 

,tr 
t1X'X _ t)

where g = tr X'82X, h = tr (X'EX)2 and Lt = .t. Clearly,

dg = !6 y'82 dx - 
|r, x,xx x,Edx - ft LX, dx.

By letting dd = 0 and solving .L we get

! y '22  -  ?x ,DXX,E =  l r ,EzXX,  -  ? (X,EX ) rX ,g  h  g  h ' ( 1 )

Postmuldplying ir by EX gives

!x '  sx - ix,Exx,Ezx - Lx,Dzxx,EX - i(x,EX),

Taking transpose results in

Lx,x"x -|x,>rxx,Ex - Lx,>xx,zrx -l{x,>x)". (3)
From(2)and(3)weseethat(i-f l(uN-NM) = 0,andhence MN - NM,whereM = x,D2X > 0,ir =X,EX ) 0,
:a_-i- i :0?s2t->_Ztr>ir>0.Withoutlossofgenerali ty,assumeE=diag(lr, . . . , , \ ,).WriteM =T(JT:,N=TVT,,T 'X '=W,whercU = d iag(ur , . . . ,u&)  > 0,  y  =diag(ur , . . . ,ur )  )  0 ,TtT =TTt  = 1.  Then( l ) leadsto

i*r '- |vwz=Luw-1n,*
Examine (rdt , ..., rrdn), the i-th row of W (i = I , ..., &) and reunite (4) as

ui iF( j )  = 0,

(2)

(4)

(5)
w. lTr f i )= i l i - ,T r , \ i , i " : j . * r? , i=1 , . . . ,n . I t ' snorposs ib le rhd tw;1- . . .= t t in=0,asww,-1 .D,ue to(5)
w e m u s t h a v e e i t h e r ( a ) w ; , 1 0 , F ( r )  = 0 ; o r ( b ) 0 #  w ; r * u i s l 0 , F ( r ) = F ( s )  = . 0 , r - f s . I n ( a ) w e h a v e
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i'e" h2u; - (2ch - c2)a? 'then g = A (as ui > v?),which leads to the lower bound (first relationship), not an upper bound.In (b) we have

Solvin g u; and u; w€ obtain

)" + )" ='frr, )"), = ft - u;.

g - If=r'i - @Ef=r()" * ).,)2 - Ef=r)"),- =
h Ef=r ui

and hence

(6)
Notethatrands(1 s.r  *s3.n)relaretof ( f  =1,. . . ,&).Maximizing(6)weobtaintheresult .  

t rcoraMexr' Note that the result has applications on efficiency comparisons in statistics (partly presented at Tinbergen Institute,Amsterdam in 1993 and Adam Mickiewicz university, poznan in 1995).

hoblem 19.1: Eigcnvalues
Proposed by JtincrN GR.B & Gorz T*BNKLER, (Jniversittfi Dortnund, Dortmun| Gemuny.
Let a and b be two nonzero n x 1 rear vectors and consider the mahix

A = oaa, + F 
"b' 

* 7ba, + dbbr,

whereo, F,.1,6 arerealscalarssuchthat F=-tand72 =_o6.Findthe(nonzero)eigenvaluesof A.

solution 19'1'1 by DAVID A. Hanvu-tE, IBM Thonus J. watson Research ceneq, yorfuown Heigttts, New york, usA.
L&t c, y, ra, and z represent real numbers such that Eu) = e, oz = _1, UU = .1, yz = 6,so that

A = oaa' - 7ab, + fba/ + 6bb, = (ca* yb)(ura * zb),.

That such numbers exist is evident upon observing (in light of the conditi oo.l" - -o6, which implies eirher that o and 6 areopposit€insignorthatonf lbottrof  themequal0)that( l ) i f  o > 0( inwhichcase6 < 0),wecanrakeu - a -  {d,z = -y, andeither v = r/-6 ory = -t/=6 (gependingonwhetherl2 0orr < 0); (l)tr'" = 0(inwhichcase .r =0),
wecan takeu = I = 0andeither z = u = t/6 or z = -y andu = rlt '(Cependingon-ry-nenerd ) 0or6 < O); and(3)i f  o (  0( inwhichcased ) 0),wecantakero -  -a,x = l f r ,urdeithei  ;  _V: -J6or,  = y =.f  tO"#"Orog""whether 7 ) 0 or r < 0). Then, it follows ftom a well-known result, which is given by Theorem 2l.l0.l ornarvitte (1997)
f'Murix Algebra From a Statisti.cian's Perspective", Springa-Verlag, New yorkl, thai a - 1 of the eigenvalues of A are 0,andtheremainingeigenvalueis (ura * zb),(aa+ yb) - oa,a*7"7b- 7b,a+ 6b,b = aa,a+ 6brl. tr

Solution l9-12by CHt-Kwot'tc Ll and RoY MATHT As,The College of William& Mary,wiltiamsburg,virginia, USA.
Note that A = (a b) B (o D )', where

n=( "  P ' \= ( "  ' ? \
\ r  b l  \ r  6  )

has determinant zero by the given condition. Thus .4 has at most rank one and the nonzero eigenvalue (if exiss) equals tr A =
t r ( ( a  b ) B ( a  A ) ' ) = t r ( B ( a  b ) ' ( a  b ) ) = a ( a t a ) + 6 ( D , r ) .  

\ r ' v ' r ' u w " E r g s J U r  
t r

solution 19-1.3 by HnNs JolcHrM WERNER, universitdt Bonn, Boru, Gernany.

It suffices to consider the following two exhaustive cases.
case I '  f ,etc = 0'  Then 7 =0andB = 0sothatr{becomes A= 6bb' whichisamatr ixwithrank< l .  Thismatr ixhas
rank I if and only if 60 I 0. If it has rank l, then its only nonzero eigenvalue is given by tr(/) = 6b,b.

(*)'Ef=r()" + \r
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Case 2. t-et a + 0. Then ir is easy to see that.A can be rewritten as .A = (aa - Bb) (" * *r) which again is obviously a

matrix of rank S I . This matrix has rank I if and only if ac + +Bb . If it has rank I , then the only nonzero eigenvalue is given
/  ^  \ ,  a z

by tr(/) = (o + (o) {"" - Fb) = aa'o - ffb'b. 
o

Solutionswere also receivedfrom DAVID CILLAN, University of Wisconsin, Madisort, Wisconsin, USA; KnzvszroF KRA-

susxl & Mensr BrALKowsK\ Warsaw University ofTbchrwlogy,Warsaw, Poland; SreveN J. LEoN, University of Massachusetts-

Dartnouth, North Dartmouth, Massachusetts, (ISAi DENNIs I. MERINo, Southeastem Louisiatw Universiry, Harnmond,

lnuisiatw,USA;INGRAMOLKTN, StanfordUniversity,SturfordCA,USA;Sttlvt-ER.SEARLE, ComellUniversity,Ithaca,

NewYorlc, USA; DerNa SHasHl, Tel-HaiRodmanCollege,UpperGalilce,Israeli YoNccETrtN, ConcordiaUniversity,

Montr1al, Qudbec, Canafu;WLLTAM F. TRENcH, Divide, Colorado, USA; HsNnv WoLxowIcz, University of Waterloo,

Ontario, Canada;and from the proposers JiincBN GRoB & Gorz TnexrLak, Universitdt Dortnund, Dortmund, Germany.

Problem 19-2: Non-negadve Definite Metriccs
Proposed by HlNs Joecxtrr WERNER, Universitdt Borut, Bonn, Germuy.

Amatrix AeAnxn issaidtobenon-negativedefiniteifRe(o*.,{c) ) 0forallvectors s eCn. Provethat/isnon-negative
definite if and only if its Moore-Penrose inverse At is non-negative definite.

Solution l9-2.1by R. B . BAPAT, Itdian Statisthal Instiute, New Delhi, htdia.

Since .Re(c*A t) - 
lx'(A * A')s, A e C"xn is non-negative definite if and only if A +,4* is positive semidefinite (i.e.,

, ' ( A + A ' ) t 2 0 f o r a l l x e C " ' " . ) S u p p o s e . 4 i s n o n - n e g a t i v e d e f i n i t e a n d l e t x e N ( A ) , t h e n u l l s p a c e o f . 4 . T h e n
,*(A+ A')x = 0 andsince A+ A* ispositivesemidefinite, (A+ A.)t = 0.Thus A*o = 0andc e N(A.). Similairlywe
can show that c € N(A') implies t e N(A) and hence N(A) = N(A.).II follows that C(,4) - C(A.), where C(.) deDores
columnspace.This, togetherwiththewel l-knownfactthatC(,4t)=C(r{.) leadstoC(11.1=C(At).Thus.r{ t*  -AtXfot

some matrix X. Then
AtAAt '-  AtAAtX - AIX = Al,

and hence At = At A' At*. Using these equations we get Al + At* = At (A + A*)A1' , which is positive semidefinite.
Therefone.Al is non-negative dennirc. This proves the "only if'part. The "if'part follows at once since.Att = .,{. n

Solution l9A2 by CHt-KwoNc Lt and RoY MATHI As, The College of William &. Mary, Williansburg, Virginia, USA.

Let S be invertible, and let ft be a positive integer. Then a given .4 is non-negative definite if and only if one of the following
holds: (a) S*.4S is non-negative definite, (b),A- +.4 is non-negative dennie, (c) .4 O 0p is non-negative definile. Also, (d)
if ,4 is invertible and non-negative definite then At = A-r - n-t a*(A-t;* is also non-negative definite. Finally, since
A = (At)t it is sufficient to show that A is non-negative definite implies that /t is non-negative definite.

Solution I (via the Schur Decomposition): I.et A = UTU* where U is unitary ancl ? upper triurgular with the eigenval-
uesof ,4onthediagonal. Letusassumethat,4has /cnon-zeroeigenvaluesandthatt;; f 0,fori ( /c urdt;i = 0 fori > e+1.
By(a) above?isnon-negativedennite, andsoby(b)sois?*?.. Since(?* T');; = 0 fori > & itfollowsthatthewhole
of the ithrow andtheithcolumn of (?+?') is0fori > i. SinceTisuppertriangularitfollows that? = ?r O0,r_r where
fi is invertible. Hence Tt = Tlt O 0,-r is non-negative definite by (d) and (c), and so is .At = UTI U' .

Solution tr (via SVD): Suppose .,4, is non-negative definite and has singular value decomposition U DV. "I\en DVU =
U*AU andDVU +U*V'D isnon-negat ivedef ini te. I f  ,4hasrank&,thenthelast(n-&)rows otDVU arer&ro,andthus
tbe lower (n - e) x (n - &) block of DVU + U'V'D is zero. Since DVII + U'V'D is hermitian non-negative definire,
i ts(1,2)and(2,1)blockmustbezaroaswel l .  I t fo l lows tbatDVU = B@0,-p,whef,eBis& x I invert iblenon-negat ive
definite. Hence (J'V' Dl = B-r @ 0n-* is non-negative definite by (d) and (c), and so is ,4t = V'Dl (J* . tr

Solution 19-2.3by Hats JoacgrM WERNER, Universitdt Bonn, Bonn, Germany.
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Since Re(r* A c) = x* (A + A')x 12, it is evident that .r{ is non-negative definite if urd only if the Hermitian matrix A + A*
is non-negative definite. Clearly, if B is Hermitian non-negative definite, then x* Bo = 0 +=+ Bx = g. We recall that
a marix C is an EP-matrix if and only it N(C) = N(C*) or, equivalen0y,R(C) = R(C*); here,A/(.) denotes the null
space and R,(.) the range (column space). We proceed as follows. First, we show that each non-negative definite matrix .A
is necessarily an EP-matrix. With this in minG we then prove that .Al is non-negative definite whenever .,{ is so. For that
pupose, let z4 be non-negative definite. Moreover, let c be an arbitrary vector from N(A). Then Ao = 0 and it follows
f r o m 0 = R e ( r * ,  a ) = x * ( A * A ' ) x l 2 t h a t ( . 2 { * A * ) c = 0 a n d s o z { * c = 0 . T h u s N ( A ) g N ( A . ) .  I n v i r t u e o f
rank(rA) - rank(.A* ), therefore .A/( A) = N(A'), i. e. A is ER as claimed. Consequently AAt - At A; for notice that A.At
represents the ortbogonal projector onto R.(r4) whereas r{f .,{ represents t}e orthogonal projector onto ?(.,{'). The defining
equations of .At-tre so-called Penrose equations-further tell us that At = At AAt and AAt = (AAl ). . Therefore .4t =
AIAAi - AAIAi - (AAlyAt = Al*A*At. Foreacha € C',hence0 ) Re(o',,{tc) = Re(o'r4f'l*Ala),thus
completing the proof of At being non-negative definite whenever A is so. That the reverse implication is also tme follows
from the fact that (At;t - ,. tr

Pmblen 19-3: Characterizations Associatd with a Sum and h,oduct

hoposed by RonEnr E. HARTwrc , North Carolina State (Jniversity, Raleigh, North Carolinq IJSA, PETER SeIt{nL,
versity of Maribon Maribof Slovenit & HeNs JoecHtv WERNER, Universittlt Bonn, Bonn, Gerrnny.

The Mitor has so far received only one solution (in oddition to a solutian by thc Proposers) to this problzm-we look forward
to receiving more solutions!

l. Characterize square matrices A md B satisfying AB = pA * gB, where p and C are given scalars.

2. More generally, characterize linear operators A and B acting on a vector space / satisfying ABt e Span(.Ac, Bo) for

every a e N.

Pnoblem 19{: Eigenvalues of Positive Semidefrnite Matrices
hoposed by FuzniN ZHANG, Nova Southeastern University, Fort lattdcrdale, Florida, USA-

The Editor has so far received only one solution (from the Pmposer) to this problem-we lookforward to receiving more solu-

tions!

ShowthatthereareconstantsT € (0,1]-Oe € (0,1).u"nthat,  i f  /s,  . . . ,An arenon-negat ivedef ini ter x r  matf , icesof

rank one satisfying

l .  Ar  +  . . ' *  A"  -  . I "  and

2. trace(A;) ( 7 for each i = 1,. . ., r,

then thereis a subset o of {1, 2,...,n} such thattheeigenvalues of Ao = Dieo Ai alll iein theintefval (e ,1 - e)'

Pmblem l9-5: Symmetrized h'oduct Definiteness?
proposed by txcuu OLKIN, stanford (Iniversity, stanford, califumio usA.

Let.4 and B be real synmeEic matrices. Then prove or disprove:

L If A and B are both positive definite (non-negative definite) then .48 * BA is positive definite (non-negative definite).

Z. lt A and AB* BA are both posirive definite (non-negative definite) then B is positive definite (non-negative definite)'

g9MMENT This problem is discussed by peter Lax on pp. l2o-121 of his new book Lircar Atgebra fwiley' 1997' ISBN

0471-11111-21 recently reviewed in Image,18, pp. 4-5. -Ed'
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solution 19-5.1 by Davro GALLAN, university of wisconsin, Madison, wisconsin, LJSA.

l. Thefirstassertionisfalse, even forposiriveentrymauices. Forexampte,r^tnr+,= (l l) -o n = (i l). Then
\ r  L /  \ r  6 /

det(AB + BA) = -l and AB + BA fails to be non-negarive definite.
2. The second assertion is true if / is positive definite. Since x'(,,{,B + BA)x = 2x'ABx, the otber hypothesis implies

x 'ABx>0(>0) fo ra l l x#0 . I f theconc lus ion fa i l s , thenBhasane igenva lue . ls0(<0)w i the igenvec torx ,say .But
then x'/Bx = .\x'.r{x < 0 (< 0), a contradiction. O

solution 19-52 by sHuenczur Lrv, universitdt Basel, Basel, switzerland.

l. For positive definite (non-negative definite) mahices A and B , AB + B A is not positive definite (non_negative defrnite)
in general. Here x'(AB + BA)x = 2a'ABs, for any real vector c. An example:

n=(  l ,  
-2  \  -_ (  n  o  

)  ,  AB=(  , r ,  
; ,  ) ,  ea+a,q=(  24 -10 \

\ - z  2  ) ,  " - \ 0  t / .  \ _E  o , /  \ _ ro  4  )

,- 
2 

ry!*eaneigenvalueof E,ybeitsassociatedeigenvector, thenBy - pyand;1(AB+BA)y =2{ABy - 2p{Ay.
Hence ( I ) IF ,4 is positive definite, then B is positive definite (ron-negative definite) whenever ,qA + A i ispositive OJnnite(non-negative definite). (2) When A and, AB * BA ue both non-negative definite, B need not be non-negative definite. An
example:

Solution 19'5.3 by Davto LoNnoN, Tbchnion, Haifa, Israel.

observation 1: consider the matric€s A =

non-negative definite, the matrix AB + B A -

observation 2: consider the matrices A =

positive definite, the mdilrix AB + I 
/ a

7 A  -  
[ , ,

AB*BA_( t

and B
\ 0 2 ). 

A and B uepositive definite while

A- ( 3 3))

0
0 ) ,  

B=( ;  j ,

The positive definite version of assertion 2 is tme. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B =is diagonal. Let A = (o;i) ancl^/-B * BA = (ori$, + D1)) be pisitive definite. It follows thar a;; >fo r  i  =  I , .  . . , f l .  Hence,0 ;  )  0 ,  i  -  1 , . . . ,n , i , i . ,  B  i s  pos i t i veOenn i te .

solution 19'5.4 by HANS JOACHIM WERNER, Universitdt Bonn, Bonn, Germany.

The following four observations give the complete solution to this problem.

2.

l. Both parts of assertion I are false. Let A

AB * BA = ( ?0? 300 \ i- -", :^: .:,", 
\ 100 10

t7' - 
\ IOO 404 ) 

ls not non-negative definite.

3. The non-

(t 3)

d iag(Dr ,bz ,  ,bn)
0 and 2a;;b; > 0

negarivedefiniteversionorassert ion2isfalse.t*,r= 
(3 l) -.r= (;t  l)  ** AB+BA=

is non-negative definite. o

( I I ) 
and B - (; S) Ahhoush A and B are both (reat symmetric)

l ' z  1 \
\ i O ) 

nus n be non-negative definite.

( l  l)  andB- (; , f ;) .AhhoushAardBareboth(reatsymmetric)

il ) 
faits to be positive definite.
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observation izConsiderthcnwtricesr= (l 3)"*"= (l !r).o,*oushthenwtricesAandAB+BA-
/ , )  n \
f , O ) 

*, both (real symmetric) twn-negative definite, the nwtrix B is not so.

Obscrvation 4z Izt A and B be real symmetrb matrices. If A is positive dcfnite and AB * BA is rwn-negative defnite
(positive dcfnite), then B is non-negative definite (positive defnite).

pnoof of ObservatiDn 4: Recall that for any square (possibly complex) n x n matrix C its field of values (often also

called its numerical rurge) is .F(C) '.- 
{a'Aa : o € An, o*t - 1}. Since by assumption AB + 8,4 is non-negative

definite (positive definite), the Properties 1.2.5 and L.2.6 in Roger Horn & Charles R. Johnson lTopics in Murix Analysis,

Cambridge Universiry Press, 199U tell us that o(AB) g f@4 E RHP9 := {z € A : Re(z) 2 0} (respectively

o(AB) g f(AB) q RHP := {z € C : Re(z) > 0});here o(AB) denotesthespectrum of AB, thatis'thepoint

sei or eigenvalues of the matrix .AB. From matrix theory it is well known (see, for example, Exercise 9'12 in R. B. Bapat

fLircarAlgebraandLircarModels,HindustanBookAgency,Delhilgg3])thatifCandDuenxnmatricesthenCDand
DC havethe same eigenvalues. Hence, in particular, o(AB) = a(Ai BAi) whgre .Ai is tne unique square root of A. The

matrix d,* n.l,* is symmeric and so all its eigenvalues are real. In view of o@\ ne*1 - o(AB) g REPo (respectively

oeli Afi1= a(AB) g RHp)itnowfollowsttrat/i8,4* isnon-negativedefinite(positivedefinite)' SinceAt ispositive

oennite, ,e,{ Bl,*' isnon-negative definite (rositive definite) if and only if B is non-negative definite (positive definite). This

completes the proof of Observation 4. D

solution 1g-55 by HENny WoLKowrcz, university of waterlao, waterloo, Onnrio, catt^da-

Let A and B be real symmetric matrices.

L . lf Aand B ue positive definite (non-negative dennite), then it is not true that AB * B-,{ is positive definite (non-negative

definite).
pmof. The proof follows (quickly) from using the following MAILAB pro$am (courtesy of Mike Overton, Courant

Instihrte, NY).

f o r  t r Y  =  1 : 1 0 ,
X  =  d i a g ( r a n d ( 1 0 , 1 )  ) ;
Z  =  r a n d ( l Q , 1 0 ) ;  Z  =  Z ' * Z i

X Z Z X = y * g + Z * X ;

te ig  (x)  e is  (z)  e is  (xzZX) l
Pause

end;

A specific example given by R. D. C. Monteiro urd Y. Zanjacomo (1997) ['A note on the existence of the Alizadeh-

Haeberly-Overton direction for semidef,nite programming", Muhematical Programming'18:393401; trttp : / /www '

isye, gatectr. edu/ l- nonteiro/tectr-reports/note'ps] is

The eigenvalues of A ue: 8.1310 and 0.3690. The eigenvalues of AB * BA are: -l and 33' D

2. lt A and AB + B Aare both positive semidefinite, then it is not tme that B is positive semidennite: consider the diagonal

matrices
A=[l Sl,"dB=[3 -0,]

But for A utd P - AB +B/ bottr positive definite, then it is tme that B is positive definite'

proof. Let B = U DIlt be rhe orthogonal diagonalization of B. Then A and ut PU = (ut AU)D + !(vt!r/\re

both positive deflnfte, i.e. we could have .rrut.o that B = D was diagonal and so w! Ir.tte P - AD + DA' But'

then we can solve the consistent linear equation in the diagonal mafix D to get D;; = P;;f (2Aii) ) 0, Vi' tr

A-[ i  o1s]andB=[; ,%]
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We add some observations. An immediate corollary to the proof of part 2 is

poge 3l

Corollery lz If A and AB + BA are nonaegative definite andtlw diagorul of A is positive, thcn B is nonnegative defuite.

In fact, these types of questions arise indirectly in certain algmithms for solving semidefinite programming (SDP) problems
suchas 

min{trace cx : A,x- b, x > o},

where X | 0 denotes positive semidefiniteness, C is a given symmetric matrix urd ",4 is a given linear operator. These
algorithms stattwithtwogiven n x n symmetricpositivedefinitemaEices Z,X > 0 andthescalarp = trace Z*1n.tney
then take a Newton step for solving the nonlinear system of equations:

('{34' )=:(
The first two equations are linear while the nonlinearity arises from the third equation. This equation also results in the sys-
tem being overdetermined, since it maps symmenic matrices to possibly tronsymmetric matrices. One approach is to sym-
metrize this equation, resulting in ZX + X Z - 2pI = 0. (More genaal symmetrizations are discussed in R-D.C. Monteiro
and Y. Zhang (1996) ['A unified analysis for a class of path-following primal-dual interior-point algoritlrms for semidefinite
programming", Tbchnical report" Georgia Tbch, Atlanta, GA, 1996, ftp: / /pc5 .math. umbc . edu/pub/mz-sdp. ps . gz or
fEpt / /pc5.math.r.rnbc.edu/pub/mz-sdp.dvi.gzl.) The linearization of the resulting square system has a unique so-
lution (called tbe AHO direction; see F. Atizadeh, J.-P. A. Haeberly, and M. L. Overton (1996) [,.primal-dual interior-point
methods for semidefinite programming: convergence rates, stability and numerical resul6", NyU Computer Science Dept
Tbchnical Report 721, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, to appear in SIOpTI) it Z X + X Z ispositive semidef-
inite. (This is shown in M. Todd, K. C. Toh, ancl R. H. Thtuncu (1996) ["On the Nesterov-Todd direction in semidef,nite
programming", Tbchnical Report TRll54, School of oR and IE, Cornell University,Ithaca, Nyl and M. Shida, S. Shindohand M. Kojima ( 1996) ["Existence of search directions in interior-point algorithms for the SDp and monotone SDLCF,, Tbch-nical report" Dept. of Information Sciences, Tbkyo Institute of rechnology, Tokyo, Japanl.) However, as the above exampleshows, this may not hold.

However, the followingisclear: it ZX - pI = 0(i.e. Z,X lieonthe so-calledcenralpath), tben ZX + XZ > 0, sincecommuhtivity means conunon orthogonal diagonalization. Therefone, a natural question to askis:

Pmblen lz Given Z,X > 0, p) 0,define aneighbourhoodof the centralpath

l lzx - pll l  < e or l lZi Xz* - p41 < e
which guarantees ttnt ZX + XZ > 0.

Such a result is discussed by Monteiro & zanjacomo (1997) op. cit., who show that

l lz* xz* - prll < p/2
impliesthatthelinearizationhasauniquesolution.Infact,thisdoesnotimplyXZ+ZX 

>0asOeaboveexampleillustrateswith v - 8' However, the triangle inequality (observation due to Mike To<lct) <toes show that:

llzX - plll <p implies ZX + XZ > 0,

thus providing a neighbourhood ofthe central path. o
solutions were ako received from Rocpn A. HoRN, llniversity of (Itah, salt Ialrc city, utalr, usA; cnr-KwoNc Lr &RoY MATHIAs' The college of williamandMary, witliamsburg,vrgini; usA; Jonue KAARLg MERrKosKr & ARr vrR-TANEN, universiry of ranpere, Tampere, Finland;FERNANDo c. irlve, IJniversity of Lisbon, Lisbon, portugat;DAFNA
Sttesue, Tbl'HaiRodman coltege,Ilpper Gatitee, IsraeliYoNccE TtaN, concordia Ilniversity, Moftreat, eucbec, canada;and from the proposer IN.RAM OLKTN, StanfordUniversiry, Stunford CA, USA.
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New Problems

Problen 20-1: E[envalues
hoposed by BeNrTo HnnxANnrz-BERMEro, Universidad Nacioml de Hucacifin a Disftncia Madrid, Spain.

l-etR,pandKbenxnrealmatrices,wherePisdiagonalandinvertible,Kisskew-syrnmetricandft=PK.Provethat:

l. The eigenvalues of R appear in pairs of opposite sign of the form *lf, where{ is areal number which may be positive'

zero or negative.

2. If the diagonal entries of P areall positive or all negative, then the eigenvalues of .R appeu in pairs of opposite sign of

the form *rf€, wnere { is nonpositive, i.e., all eigenvalues are zero or imaginary.

Problcm 20-2: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a patterned matrix

Proposed by EuIl-to SPEDIcATo, University of Bergmw, Berganw, Italy'

Findtheeigenvaluesandeigenvectorsofthen x npatternedmatr ix A= {o; i l  = { l i - i l ] - . ( i ' i  = 1,2," ' ,n) ' {Forthe

e igenva luesanc te igenvec to iso f  A={o ; i }= { ; - i1 '  ( i , i= ! ,2 , . . . ,n ) ,seeProb lemlS-5 in Image,19 '28-30 .1

Problem 20-3: When is {XlX' ( ,'{} Convex ?

hoposed by G. E. tnepp & BoHE WANG, West Virginia (Iniversity, Morgantown, WestVirginiL USA.

For aHermitian non-negarive dennite matrix A and positiveintegq n,let C(n, A) be oe following set of Hermitian matrices:

C(n,A) --  {XlX = X*, X" S A} '

Forwhatvaluesofn=l,2, . . . isthesetC(n,A)convex?HereSdenotestheL0wnermarixpart ialordering'

Problen 20{: Continuity of T[ansposition?
proposed by Gorz TRexxLeR, universittlt D\rtmwtd, Dortmund, Germany.

l,et A be a real rn x n matrix. Find mauices B;i depending only on the t)'pe of A such that '4" = DLt Di=' B'.iAB;i '

where ,4" is the transpose of .4. [If such matrices existed, by the continuity of addition and multiplication of matrices' it would

prove also the continuity of transposing'l

Problem 20'5: Matrix SimilaritY
proposed by FUZHEN Zuanc, N:ova Southeastern University, Fort laudcrdole' Florida' USA'

As is well known, if two real matrices are similar over the complex numb€trs, then they are similar over the real numbers' Show

that this assertion hords for unitary similuity. *ecisery, if two real matrices ue unitarity similu over the complex numbers'

then show that they are orthogonally similu over the real numbers'

Problem 20'6: Non'negative Definitcness and Square Roots

proposed by FuzHEN f"^*o, Nova southeort iuriurrsity, Fort I'auderdale, Florida, usA'

I.,et A>0, B > C Z 0. Prove or disProve

BL lz  ng t lz  >  Cr lz  Acr lz ;

here > is the Lowner matrix partial ordering.

ffiaswellasnewpfoblems,toGeorgeStyanFoTHinIf-I$codeembeddedastextonlybye-mailto
sryanoMattr.McGilr . ca AND bv regur-ar air.mJr i:y:Iintf-'3,Y3,|;Til"i""::-Tyff:'K:,1*fil#A;
i":t#rr}#:Hnl. T ff.""li"l11Tsiltisiicr,'r,r"cli universitn'dos ooot, rue Shsbrooke street west' Montrear'

Qu6bec, Canada H3A 2K6. We look fonr,ard particululy to receiving solutions to Problems 18-1, 19.3 and 194!


